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At the Table or on the Menu?

Oftentimes we hear members ask, “why weren’t 
we at the table?” or “why isn’t aPta at the table?” so, i ask 

you, what does that mean exactly and where is this table?
Last month, i wrote that PPs was having our first ever “fly in” to Capitol hill, and we 

did, with more than 80 volunteer members attending the event. early indications are 
that it was a huge success, with great positive feedback from attendees as well as being 
recognized on the hill. the week we were there, “healthwatch,” the hiLL’s healthcare 
blog, recognized that we would be on the hill, stating, “Physical therapists will also 
push their agenda for sGr reform and an end to medicare therapy caps in meetings 
with lawmakers monday and tuesday.” this can be found at http://thehill.com/blogs/
healthwatch/medicare/312369-week-ahead-lawmakers-take-on-medicare-doc-fix. this is 
big! they knew we were bringing our forces to the hill!

so, are we at the table? i believe that we are. i believe that “the table” is Capitol hill, 
and members of Congress are the ones always rearranging the menu items and place 
settings. this is where we go and spend our time, trying to state our case and influ-
ence the direction that health care moves. this is where we took our “fly in.” in a 
recent conversation with PPs member Paul Gaspar, he said, “tom, if you are not at the 
table, you are on the menu.” so, i believe that with the constant presence of PPs and 
aPta lobbyists on Capitol hill in addition to our members, we are less likely to be on 
the menu. now, this is not to say there are not times that you are at the table and still 
end up on the menu; this can and does happen. you just hope that by being there you 
can lessen the bite.

at times, it may appear that PPs and/or aPta is not “at the table” or is not pursu-
ing an issue, but many times we are. a perfect example of this is the introduction of 
legislation on august 1, 2013, by rep. Jackie speier (D-Ca). she introduced legislation 
to eliminate physical therapy and 3 other services from the in-office ancillary services 
(iOas) exception to the federal stark (self-referral) laws! now, i know you do not think 
that this just developed overnight. we have to give a big shout out to aPta who has 
been a leader in aim (the alliance for integrity of medicare) coalition. this group has 
been carefully and deliberately working on this issue for a very long time, and they 
worked extremely hard to have a very calculated approach. so, in many members’ 
eyes, they might have thought aPta was not “at the table” doing anything on this 
issue, while all along it was being worked. and isn’t it nice that, this time, we are not 
the ones on the menu! n

sincerely,

tom Diangelis, Pt, DPt
PPs President
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Correction:

the�contact�email�for�John�sievers,�author�of�the�article�titled�“positioning�for�
Health�Care’s�Inevitable�Changes,”�was�incorrectly�printed�in�august�Impact.�
The correct email address is jsievers@nueterra.com.

By�angela�wilson�pennisi,�pt,�Ms,�oCs�
Managing�Editor
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nO matter hOw LOnG i have been runninG a PraCtiCe, i am sOmetimes 
still surprised by the challenges of differentiating success from failure.

for example, any owner or manager can look at a profit and loss statement in which 
expenses are down and income and profits are up, review the glowing results from an 
employee satisfaction survey, identify that the practice’s functional outcomes are better 
than average, and conclude that his or her practice is a having a successful year!

i can tell you with confidence that i have never experienced such a year, and i 
suspect that you have not either! in today’s health care environment, the picture might 
be more likely to show that payment is down, but new referrals are up. Labor costs 
might be up, but interest in wellness and niche services has also increased. Of course, 
all the positives and negatives drop to the bottom line, the ultimate measure of success 
or failure for a business, but looking past the bottom line provides critical information 
about the long-term health and viability of your practice.

whenever i see mixed outcomes for my practice, i step back and approach clinic 
management like i would a patient. if at re-evaluation, the patient has met 3 of 6 goals, 
the physical therapist adjusts the treatment plan to emphasize achievement of the 
remaining goals. Of course, if you are not assessing your patient or your practice, you 
will not know how to adjust! the articles in this issue of Impact, compiled by editorial 
board members nitin Chhoda, Dan fleury, Deb Gulbrandson, and stacy menz, are here 
to assist you in that process.

having just returned from the PPs fly-in in washington, D.C., i can anticipate a 
similar pattern in achieving our legislative goals. Perhaps we will see a permanent fix 
to the sustainable growth rate, but not the therapy caps. maybe we will see movement 
on locum tenens, but not opt-out. Or, maybe we will finally see the removal of physi-
cal therapy from the in-office ancillary services exception. the PPs board of directors, 
lobbying team, and staff are regularly assessing our status and adjusting the strategy, but 
participation of the entire PPs membership will likely be required to impact the final 
outcome. Can you make a call, send an e-mail, or contribute to Pt-PaC?

i certainly would like to see the accomplishment of some of these legislative goals 
positively affect the bottom line of my practice! n
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I
the entrePreneuriaL sPirit that Drives us tO 
create our businesses and drives us to success is fraught with 
many decision points, but a decision point that is too often 
neglected is that of selecting an exit strategy. the literal exit of a 
business can certainly be defined; how we exit that business is 
not clearly defined, and the outcome of an exit is truly ours to 
accomplish through intentional planning and preparation.

we are all aware that the only two guarantees we have during 
this life are death and taxes. a close third might be that you 
will eventually exit your physical therapy business. ideally, and 
prayerfully, you will exit your business on your terms. a big part 
of the dream of owning a physical therapy business is the ideol-
ogy that the physical therapist (Pt) business owner is able to 
practice and run the business consistent with his or her vision. 
Practicing on your terms, if you will, calling the shots, and 
running your business the way you want to run your  business. 

therefore, it only makes sense that you would seek to exit your 
business in a manner consistent with your vision. most, not all, 
business owners hope that when they do exit their business, 
there is some payoff, some financial realization that recognizes 
and rewards them for the early mornings, the late nights, and 
the missed dates and children’s events. to continually explore 
and revisit a few of the many exit strategies out there will hope-
fully help assist in making sure we are all prepared to exit our 
businesses on our terms and ensure the fruition of our entrepre-
neurial dreams.

the most pure exit strategy is one that i call the “shut ’er 
Down.” i describe it as when a business owner builds his or her 
dream practice and ideal business from the very first patient to 

P P S  B O A R D  M E M B E R  P E R S P E C T I V E

exiting Your physical therapy practice 
through intentional planning and preparation
By�Kevin�Hulsey,�pt,�Dpt

bOArD member perSpeCtIve, continued on page 10

Renowned robotic GYN surgeon.

Back at work after his own 
mastectomy in just 5 weeks.

MoveMent changes lives

Marc’s true story at pilates.com/impact-marc.
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bOArD member perSpeCtIve, continued from page 9

a nice paycheck that affords him or her the lifestyle he or she 
desires. at the end of it all, the Pt closes his or her doors. this 
business owner has no intention of a final payday, a big cash-
out, or a realization of equity—he or she simply wants to stop 
working. he or she may have some interest in selling the equip-
ment. however, by this point, the equipment probably has little 
value, as it most likely had not been updated in quite some time. 
simple. Painless. you did it your way.

a second and very common exit strategy is the “Closely held” 
strategy. this is very similar to the “shut ’er Down,” except this 
owner does want to realize some gain upon exit. he or she is 
typically interested in growing his or her business as large as it 
can be while retaining 100 percent ownership. no selling out 
to the “corporate man” for this owner. he or she wants to work 
until exit, and then he or she would like to sell the business to 
another Pt. this is a common strategy, and for those that can 
exercise patience and trust, this can meet the needs of both 
parties. Patience in that the seller is best served if he or she 
does not fix his or her exit to an arbitrary fixed date. the busi-
ness owner must consider a bandwidth of time to find the right 
buyer. the right buyer must be a qualified individual during an 
economic time period that would allow confidence in such a 
purchase. the seller must also exercise patience and trust in a 
purchase price. rarely do the seller and buyer agree to a price. 
agreement takes time. Conventional metrics surrounding the 
valuation of a physical therapy business are generally not used 
in a “Closely held” transaction. in fact, the transaction is more 
akin to the buying and selling of a used car, where value is 
negotiated based on the perceived value the seller and buyer 
have of the business. trust is important given that the seller may 
desire to sell during a time of economic disparity. the buyer 
will have a difficult time acquiring the capital necessary for a 
complete transaction, and the seller will typically be required to 
carry a note on most of the value of the business. however, with 
the right amount of patience and trust, this can be an equitable 
exit strategy.

another strategy is the “Corporate” strategy. Partnering with 
a larger corporation often yields practical, financial, and strate-
gic opportunities. Corporations may be large physical therapy 
companies owned by Pts, maybe a non-Pt businessperson, or 
possibly larger, publicly traded entities. most corporations have 
the financial posture to traditionally value the business and 
the cash position to make larger lump-sum payments. the key 
to this type of transaction is in the terms. they may include, 
but are certainly not limited to, cash up front, note over time, 
final payment, and typically an employment agreement to 
allow for seamless transition. the “Corporate” strategy will 
use traditional metrics to value the business, most often based 
on a multiple of the free cash flow (ebitDa). many physi-
cal therapy business owners perceive this valuation method 
to be cold and without regard to “my baby that i have raised, 

bled for, and cried over all these many years.” and, unfortu-
nately, the seller might be right. the corporate buyer/partner 
may have an appreciation for the blood and tears, but only as 
far as those efforts are supported on the bottom lines of the 
financial statements.

the final strategy i will regale you with is the “self- 
Perpetuating” model, which is my favorite exit strategy. by 
“self-Perpetuating,” i mean a business that is organized to 
allow for the entry and exit of physical therapy owners. more 

simply, the structure allows for new Pts to buy into the busi-
ness, which then allows for the exit of the more mature Pts. 
the structure and formality dictate how the new Pts buy in 
and how the older Pts are bought out. the best partnerships 
will explicitly describe the exit terms and valuation in legal 
documents, often housed in operating agreements, by-laws, or 
separate buy-sell agreements. the key is to put it all in writing 
early in the partnership. understanding the exit before you 
make the entrance is considered sane business practice. this 
exit strategy does involve partners and is best served with 
growth and an understanding of the real value of physical 
therapy businesses. this strategy allows for the freedom of 
entrepreneurial spirit by allowing the physical therapy business 
owner the opportunity to practice on his or her own terms 
with partner Pts who share a like vision for the company. 
some of my favorite features of this “self-Perpetuating” model 
are that the culture and vision may be retained. and, with 
regard to maximizing value upon exit, partner Pts have the 
greatest understanding of the blood, sweat, and tears poured 
into the practice and the business and would, therefore, be the 
most willing to consider fair exit terms.

no matter the scale of vision you have for your physical 
therapy business, the sooner you develop a formal, intentional 
exit strategy, the more likely your final act for your business will 
fulfill that vision. happy exiting. n

 Kevin Hulsey, PT, DPT, is a PPS director and can be reached at 
kevin@rehabauthority.com.

No matter the scale of vision you have for 

your physical therapy business, the sooner 

you develop a formal, intentional exit 

strategy, the more likely your final act for 

your business will fulfill that vision.
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Spend Time Analyzing and Not Collecting Data.
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www.rehabsoftware.com

866.562.8413
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member
   Spotlight 

Part 1: PErSONaL Data

Name: andrew vertson, Pt, DPt, atC

Practice Location: foothill ranch, 

California

Practice specifics (# of locations, 

employees, years in practice): 2 offices 

(foothill ranch, California, and aliso 

viejo, California); currently 19 employees; 

16 years in practice, 14 years in private 

practice, and 6 years with the 

current practice

Most influential book/person/event 

that enhanced your professional 

career and brief description of why: the most influential person in my professional 

career was my first administrator, Clive brewster, Pt, ms. he taught me time manage-

ment skills and strong clinical skills, but he also taught me to think outside the box and 

to achieve greater heights.

Little known fact about you: i am a licensed private pilot, and i hold the record for 

all-you-can-eat shrimp at sizzler.

Part 2: BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY

Describe your management style: i would say that my primary management style is 

consultative. Decisions will take into account the best interests of the employees, as well 

as the business, while feedback to the management is encouraged to maintain morale. 

this allows the employees to take an active role in their success, as well as the success 

of the business.

Best/worst/toughest decisions: the best decision i made was to open my current 

practice. i had opened, owned, and operated a number of private practices and was 

becoming burned out. i had often thought of what my other career options could be but 

was keen enough to know where my strengths were. in 2007, when i opened the first 

of my two offices, it reinvigorated me, and i have not looked backed since. the toughest 

decision is always letting go of an employee. we are a close-knit office and are like a 

Shining on: Andrew VertSon, Pt, dPt, AtC

welcome�New�PPS�Members!
ArKAnSAS
Melissa�Elizabeth�Malcolm,�spta
Homer, AK

CALIFOrnIA
Denis�p.�Dempsey,�pt
Newbury Park, CA

tracey�Lyn�rinaldi,�pt
Atascadero, CA

COLOrAdO
susan�C.�Flynn,�pt
Fort Collins, CO

Jessica�robin�Fuentes,�pt,�Dpt,�pCs
Longmont, CO

FLOrIdA
John�allocco,�Jr.,�pt
Weeki Wachee, FL

Kathleen�anne�Burkland,�pt
Saint Augustine, FL

amy�M.�Kushner,�pt
Lake Worth, FL

GEOrGIA
Mary�D.�smith,�pt,�oCs
Alpharetta, GA

IOWA
ryan�thomas�Chizek,�pt
North Liberty, IA

robert�F.�Hentzen,�pt
Des Moines, IA

KEnTuCKY
roger�D.�robinson,�Jr.,�pt,�oCs
Bardstown, KY

MArYLAnd
Barton�N.�Bishop,�pt,�Dpt,�sCs,�CKtI
Rockville, MD

MASSAChuSETTS 
Eric�M.�Cardin,�pt
Westborough, MA

MIChIGAn 
Katherine�DeCarolis,�pt
Warren, MI

tyler�wilson,�pt
Mason, MI

MInnESOTA
Kristian�olson,�pt
Arden Hills, MN

MISSOurI
David�J.�Barrett,�spt
West Plains, MO

sarah�Hasser,�pt
Saint Louis, MO

MOnTAnA
Mara�L.�arlington,�pt,�Dpt
Florence, MT

nEW hAMPShIrE
Mei�wu,�pt
Londonderry, NH

nEW JErSEY
Brett�J.�Michener,�pt,�CsCs,�tpI�CgFI
Mount Laurel, NJ continued
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giant family with our patients. when a family member needs to be removed, it is a hard 

process on all of us.

How do you motivate your employees?� i motivate my employees in a number of 

ways. the first is asking for their feedback and suggestions when it comes to basic oper-

ations of the business. this allows them to feel that they have a greater role in the suc-

cess. another way they are motivated is through sharing the “wins” they have as an 

employee and the “wins” they share with their patients. the primary motivation of 

being a physical therapist is to help people; sharing their “wins” builds on this basic 

level. Lastly, i motivate the employees through a bonus program. the bonus structure is 

tied to their levels of productivity and marketing. it is designed so that each employee 

shares in the profits of clinic growth.

Part 3: YOUr PraCtICE

How do you stay ahead of the competition?� i stay ahead of the competition first by 

knowing what my competition does and then by learning how i can provide a better 

service to our patients.

Your best learning experiences (mistakes) since inception of your practice: 

the best learning experience for me came from my largest mistake. i had the false 

impression that since i had been in private practice and had opened/operated a num-

ber of clinics, i knew everything i needed to know. when i realized i could never take 

my clinics to a higher level, i realized how much i did not know and looked for ave-

nues to learn and have aligned myself with people who have helped me achieve a 

higher level.

What are the benefits of PPS membership to your practice?� PPs keeps me 

abreast on the changes that will have a significant effect on my practice, but more so on 

my business.

Part 4: tHE FUtUrE

New opportunities you plan to pursue in the next year: my plans for the next 

year are to provide added services to our patients and to continue to grow my current 

practice while maintaining the quality we pride ourselves on. i am always looking for 

new clinical opportunities. n

Andrew Vertson, PT, DPT, ATC, can be reached at avertson@yahoo.com.

New�Members�(continued)
nEW YOrK
raymond�anthony�alexander,�pt
Brooklyn, NY

gregory�Babiec,�pt,�CMt,�CMp,�CsCs
New York, NY

Marni�Jane�Larkin,�pt
Plandome, NY

andrew�Martino,�pt
Monroe, NY

Frederick�F.�pordum,�II,�pt,�MBa
Orchard Park, NY

nOrTh CArOLInA
steven�Marc�ashenfarb,�pt
Charlotte, NC

Kevin�Bruce�Youngs,�pt
Greenville, NC

OhIO
stephanie�Lowery,�pt,�Dpt,�Dip�MDt
Willoughby, OH

OKLAhOMA
Eliza�Nicolas�Caguioa,�pt,�Dpt
Norman, OK

savannah�Copley,�spt
Edmond, OK

steven�ruggs,�pt
Norman, OK

OrEGOn
Ellen�L.�Fineman,�pt
Tualatin, OR

PEnnSYLVAnIA
allen�C.�Breindel,�pt
Warren, PA

Matthew�DeBole,�spt
Pittsburgh, PA

Jonathan�Lentz,�spt
Hellertown, PA

TEXAS
Daniel�t.�Burk,�spt
Midland, TX

Maria�Elvira�Chavez,�pt
Portland, TX

aletta�renee�Davis-pitre,�pt
Amarillo, TX

John�thomas�Desimio,�pt
Brenham, TX

Matthew�scott�gieringer,�spt,�Ms,�CsCs
Austin, TX

Don�r.�oliver,�pt
Corpus Christi, TX

VIrGInIA 
Kimberley�a.�starr,�pt
Charlottesville, VA

WAShInGTOn
todd�william�Dawes,�pt
Mount Vernon, WA

Heather�Lynne�Mcwilliams,�pt
Bainbridge Island, WA

randy�Kurt�schmidt,�pt
Shoreline, WA

Izette�swan,�pt
Seattle, WA n

i stay ahead of the competition first by knowing  

what my competition does and then by learning  

how i can provide a better service to our patients.
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exeCutIve SummArY: the emergence of personal 

health monitoring devices has the potential to transform 

health care and represents a powerful tool for physical 

therapists to foster a persistent relationship with patients. 

the savvy private practice owner can translate this extended 

relationship into novel revenue streams that can play an 

important role for patients and the practice alike.

thrOuGhOut the histOry Of the mODern heaLth 
system, patients have traditionally relied on health practitioners 
to inform them about their health status. aside from simply mea-
suring their weight on the bathroom scale, patients were in the 
dark, with the enlightened few able to assess heart rate or blood 
pressure. a new trend in technology in the form of personal 
health monitoring is rapidly changing this paradigm and giving 

patients access to a wide range of personal health information. 
these tools take the form of tiny wearable gadgets, smart tex-
tiles, websites, and even subcutaneous implants! thoughtful inte-
gration of personal health monitoring within a practice can be a 
powerful tool to foster a persistent relationship with patients.

the emergence of personal health monitoring has the poten-
tial to transform health care as it shifts information gather-
ing into the proactive realm. Personal health monitoring can 
also provide advantages to in-office health data collection in 
certain instances. some public health officials support the use 
of personal devices to measure blood pressure in those with 
suspected or diagnosed hypertension.1 Personal blood pressure 
monitoring occurs more frequently than in-office measure-
ments, producing more stable data, dramatically reducing cost, 
and often occurring in real-life settings, thus adding important 
context to the blood pressure (bP) data.2 the american heart 
association has even issued guidelines to patients and providers 
to assist in the process of what is often referred to as ambula-

plugged�In

extending the patient relationship  
through technology

Personal  
health  

monitoring
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tory blood pressure monitoring, including advice on what device 
features to seek.3 Physical therapists should be aware of this 
information, as it presents an opportunity to assist in educating 
patients about options available to them as they manage their 
hypertension and associated cardiovascular risk factors. Devices 
that use oscillometric monitors to measure bP on the upper arm 
have been shown to be reliable and accurate and are available 
for sale in popular technology and computer stores.4

another large class of personal health monitors includes 
activity trackers, which are basically super-pedometers, with 
sensitive accelerometers built in. Popular devices such as the 
fitbit One™, the Jawbone uP™, and the nike fuel band™ are 
wearable devices that can measure steps, analyze vigorous 
from moderate activity, count floors climbed, estimate energy 
expenditure, and even track sleep.5 each device is linked to a 
website that adds more context and measurement options for 
patients, such as food logs and also links with wi-fi–enabled 
scales. these devices, along with smartphones, become a literal 

dashboard for patients to track their health. Physical therapists 
can incorporate the capture and analysis of this data into home 
programs. Patients could elect to share access to their dashboard 
in order for their physical therapist to monitor their daily steps 
taken, for example. this partnership in health monitoring can be 
a powerful way to engage patients, improve satisfaction scores, 
and extend the relationship beyond the episode of care.

One research study performed in switzerland used a more 
advanced form of activity monitor to measure temporal char-
acteristics in patients with hip osteoarthritis.6 Clinicians can 
combine their awareness of conditions where community ambu-
lation is critical to help identify patient populations that can 
receive particular benefit to a partnership in activity trackers. 
Patients following stroke often experience reduced community 
ambulation ability, but consistently rate that skill as important 

perSONAL HeALtH mONItOrING, continued on page 19

bY erIC rObertSON, pt, Dpt, OCS, FAAOmpt
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THE COMPANY
Accelerated Rehabilitation Centers stands alone as the largest privately held Physical Therapist-owned outpatient rehabilitation company 
in the Midwest. As a result, partnerships with Accelerated are about as solid as they come. Backed by a track record of stability and growth, 
Accelerated owners are part of an elite group that you may want to join yourself. This is your chance.

THE PARTNERSHIP
Whether you are a current clinic owner who would like to sell a portion of your practice or a clinician with an established patient referral 
source, Accelerated would like to meet you. We are interested in discussing how we could join efforts and together provide an even higher 
level of rehabilitation services to our clients.

THE SUPPORT
Once you are part of the Accelerated team, we will help ensure superiority in every aspect of your business. Owners are continuously sup-
ported by the efforts of the entire Accelerated team. Available to our partners is highly specialized, functional expertise in important areas 
such as business development, recruitment, financing, marketing, payroll, as well as accounts payable and receivable.

If you are interested in learning more about partnership with 
Accelerated Rehabilitation Centers, please contact

Scott Zeller, Human Resources Dept.:
E-mail: szeller@acceleratedrehab.com
Phone: 877-97-REHAB (877-977-3422) / 312-423-3208
Online: www.acceleratedrehab.com

Over 200 locations in ILLINOIS, WISCONSIN, IOWA, INDIANA, MICHIGAN, MISSOURI, OHIO, ARIZONA

When you partner 
with the leader 
in Physical Therapy
YOU CAN...

Realize Independence
  Achieve Financial Security
    Inspire Clinical Excellence

Putting Patients First    www.acceleratedrehab.com   877-97-REHAB (877-977-3422)
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perSONAL HeALtH mONItOrING, continued from page 17

to them.7 additional research shows that fear-avoidance factors 
may play more of a role in the reduction of ambulation in 
people after stroke than environmental factors.8 this is a great 
example of a group of patients that physical therapists can assist 
in helping regain an important functional skill through the part-
nered use of personal health monitors. a clinic may even choose 
to enroll patients in a long-term monitoring plan that results in a 
revenue stream outside of the traditional fee-for-service structure 
of most physical therapy services.

Other options for personal health monitoring include smart-
phone accessories to monitor and track blood glucose levels. 
One monitor, the ibG-star®, has been shown to produce reliable 
results and is linked with a website that offers additional educa-
tion about blood glucose monitoring.2 again, this represents yet 
another opportunity to engage patients in partnerships as they 
move, as a group, toward more and more personal data collec-
tion. future directions for personal health monitoring include 
smart textiles that can track motion and even vital signs. these 
fabrics are already in use for emergency first-responders to 
assess environmental conditions for safety.9 implantable health 
monitors are being researched as options for bP monitoring or 
for early detection of gastric hemorrhage.10

Personal health monitoring is an emerging trend in the man-
agement of disease and health and wellness prevention. the 

ubiquitous spread of smartphones and the relatively low cost 
of these devices are enabling large groups of patients access to 
personal health data like never before.11 a Cochrane systematic 
review indicates that using smartphones to engage patients on 
an ongoing basis can improve health outcomes.12 this represents 
an excellent opportunity for physical therapists to partner with 

Future directions for personal health 

monitoring include smart textiles that can 

track motion and even vital signs. These 

fabrics are already in use for emergency 

first-responders to assess environmental 

conditions for safety.

perSONAL HeALtH mONItOrING, continued on page 21



Your business. 
Our experience. 
Perfectly in sync.
Things just work better when they work together. Whether partnering
through acquisition or establishing a joint venture, Agility has the industry 
leadership, financial resources and infrastructure to take your practice to
the next level. For more information, visit www.agilityhealth.com, call 
(616) 356-5033, or email us at partnering@agilityhealth.com today.
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perSONAL HeALtH mONItOrING, continued from page 19

patients to help select devices, collect and manage data, and 
integrate that data into treatment plans. the savvy private prac-
tice owner can translate this extended relationship into novel 
revenue streams that can play an important role for patients and 
the practice alike. n

Eric Robertson, PT, DPT, OCS, FAAOMPT, is a PPS member  
and assistant professor at Regis University in Denver, Colorado. 
He can be reached at erobertson@regis.edu.
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• Develop & grow your practice
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exeCutIve SummArY: Health care is changing rapidly, and 

physical therapists (pts) need to find ways to change and 

adapt for survival. product innovation and practice creativity 

will help pts thrive in this new environment.

as heaLth Care takes a DramatiC shift, many in  
the physical therapy profession wonder about the future. if you 
are like me, you know that the future of health care, and physi-
cal therapy for that matter, is in health and wellness.

many of us truly love our profession of physical therapy 
but struggle with the direction of health care. hospitals and 
 institutions can distribute costs throughout departments and 
also modify revenue sources to balance their financial future. 
hospitals and institutions are merging to control the market 
and practice “population health care” to further control 

revenue sources. if you look deeper this sounds a lot like 
when health maintenance organizations first emerged. the 
focus is on revenue, not overall quality. those of us in the 
private practice arena feel the financial and professional pres-
sures more than others in the profession because we are on 
our own to survive.

if you look at the current health care system and the private 
physical therapy practice model, they can both be classified as 
reactive, “sickness”-based systems. the typical physical therapy 
practice is dependent on physicians to refer those sick and 
injured patients to treat. this becomes a game of volume to 
maximally treat and bill, with a focus on revenue. this model is 
self-defeating over time and just pushes health care costs to ever 
higher levels and places us on the path to burnout. health care 
professionals report the increasing volume of patients who they 
see and the increasing administrative demands. they report a 
declining satisfaction and burnout in their careers.

Innovation’s�Edge
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we all have sat with a patient in the initial evaluation, lis-
tened to their history, and identified the path that brought them 
to us. if we had just seen them 3 weeks or 6 months earlier, this 
could all have been prevented. the patient would save the time 
and discomfort, the medical system cost is reasonably low, and 
the Pt’s professional satisfaction would be greatly improved. 
this may seem like a pie-in-the-sky idea, but it is not. i was on 
the verge of leaving the profession due to what i felt was an 
unhappy future. i decided to make a change and not accept the 
status quo of health care. i have been practicing like this for the 
past 8 years of my 14-year career, and engaging in a proactive 
health and wellness model is the reason i truly enjoy my profes-
sion today.

i realized the need to create a model of practice that is 
proactive in nature and based in improving overall health and 
wellness. in order to do this, you have to free yourself from 
insurance regulation and physician referrals and partner with 

likeminded people. embrace direct access and technology while 
utilizing the full potential of physical therapy and stepping out 
of the box of the typical private practice model.

i reverse-engineered the physical therapy process to directly 
access people and the root cause of their musculoskeletal issues 
while changing their lifestyle to one of health and wellness. the 
model has been implemented and tested over the past 8 years 
to the success of 4 sites in 3 states and a client base of 13,000. 
the model incorporates all aspects of health and wellness, from 
being on site at the place of employment, to a virtual connec-
tion utilizing technology that is accessible for our clients on 
their smartphone or tablet. Our staff uses direct access to work 
with our clients, providing quick and effective care, along with 
empowering education to encourage them to effectively self-

Future OF pHYSICAL tHerApY, continued on page 25

the future of 
Physical therapy 
is Health and 

Wellness
bY ruDY HAberzettL, pt, mS, CeeS



The administrative side of physical therapy is a beast. Coding, compliance and more. 
They bite into the time you want to spend with patients.

With SourceTherapy BillingTM from SourceMedical, you’ll get paid faster, reduce internal costs, 
and stay compliant with regulations. And it will be easier than ever because ours is the only 
billing service that integrates fully with the industry’s leading clinical and management software. 
Simply put, you’ll save time and take control.
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manage. all services are offered to the client in order to achieve 
optimal health and wellness: physical therapy, massage therapy, 
and ergonomic and nutritional services, along with health coach-
ing by our team of highly trained professionals. the physical 
therapist becomes the gatekeeper for the client’s health and 
wellness without the restriction of insurance plans or physician 
control. the client can directly consult with one of the staff 
professionals to address concerns quickly and cost effectively. 
Clients are not limited by physical proximity to a health care 
professional, using technology to privately consult with staff. we 
do utilize health insurance if the client requests this option, but 
95% of our services are supported on a fee or cash basis, elimi-
nating the administrative and regulatory insurance concerns.

Private practices and physical therapists looking to venture 
into the health and wellness arena will need an entirely new 
approach compared with their current practice. this approach 
will include variations of all the services described in the article 
with a strong focus on “virtual health and wellness” that utilizes 
technology. technology will never replace the hands-on exper-
tise of the physical therapist, but it will greatly extend our reach 
to the public as the “gatekeeper” provider and allow individual 
physical therapists and practice owners to take their careers and 
businesses in a whole new direction without the restriction and 
cost of a typical clinic.

as my prior career in the marines taught me, you must 
“adapt, improvise, and overcome” to survive. the future is 
very bright for physical therapy if you leave the constraints of 
the current reactive health care model and instead choose a 
proactive path. n

Rudy Haberzettl, PT, MS, CEES, is a PPS member and the chief 
executive officer of Proactive Solutions Inc. He can be reached at 
rudyh@pastherapy.com.

Future OF pHYSICAL tHerApY, continued from page 23
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exeCutIve SummArY: Clinics can effectively connect with 

customers online using social media.

if yOu have a faCebOOk aCCOunt, think abOut 
some of the most recent things you have “liked” that your 
friends or, more importantly, companies that you follow, have 
posted.

i often tell clinic owners that setting up a facebook page is 
the easiest think to do, but developing an authentic connection 
with potential and existing patients is a much more difficult 
thing to accomplish.

having talked to hundreds of clinic owners about social 
media and having been involved in trying many different 
approaches to social content, this article will provide examples 
of how clinics can effectively connect with their customers 
online using social media.

Let’s Start with Ice Packs
yes, ice packs. a photo of how to make a home built of ice 
packs was posted on facebook by Orthopedic rehab in 
montana. this particular post generated 30 shares—an indica-
tion that its audience saw something they wanted to tell other 
people about.

Likes and shares on posts are a key contributor to determin-
ing how many people will see your posts.

Plant Your Roots with Fantastic Content
having great content posted to your social media site will go a 
long way in benefiting your business.

facebook reports that the average page reaches about 12% of 
its fans organically. the percentage of people who will see a post 
that you create is determined by a number of factors that face-
book controls; the number of likes, comments, and shares that 
you receive on posts are “signals” to facebook about the engage-

Corner�the�Market

ice Packs, happy  birthday, 
and facebook  Likes!

bY SCOtt WADDeLL
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ice Packs, happy  birthday, 
and facebook  Likes!

bY SCOtt WADDeLL

Homemade Ice Pack:

1 part rubbing alcohol to 3 parts water; gets really 
cold but never hardens, so you can manipulate it.  
Every athlete (or Mom) should pin this!

ICe pACKS, continued on page 27
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ICe pACKS, continued from page 26

ment of your posts. you will find that some posts get broader 
reach than others based on the level of engagement the post 
created.

with the right content, you are bound to reap a number of 
benefits, such as:

•	 An	increase	in	friends,	fans,	and	followers
•	 An	increased	likelihood	of	having	your	content	shared	

(which is great “technical” word-of-mouth marketing)
•	 A	boost	in	your	readership	and	leads
•	 An	increase	in	trust

The Stats Are In!
Pew internet Project recently reported that as many as 72% 
of internet users sought out health information on the web 
within the past year.1 this number is only bound to increase 
as more people use mobile devices to access information. in 
fact, in 2012, 31% of cell phone owners and 52% of smart-
phone owners reported using their phones to look up medical 
information.2

so, why social media? according to Pew internet Project’s 
research, as of December 2012, 67% of adults online were 
using social networking sites—and spending a lot of time on 
them, too.3 experience marketing services released a study that 

revealed just how much we’re globally spending on sites such as 
facebook, twitter, and Linkedin:

•	 Americans	are	spending	16	minutes	of	every	hour	on	social	
media sites.

•	 Users	in	the	United	Kingdom	spend	13	minutes	of	every	hour	
on social media.

•	 Australians	spend	14	minutes	of	every	hour	on	social	media.4

for your patients and potential patients who are researching 
your clinic online, social media is a channel for networking and 
building relationships, as well as an opportunity to share who 
you are through an authentic and meaningful dialogue.

the following are examples of posts that achieve very strong 
engagement between clinics and their online network.

Happy�Birthday,�Matt!
Progressive Physical therapy in indiana recently posted a photo 
of “matt,” a therapist at the clinic, with “happy 1-year anniver-
sary” on the picture. this post was “liked” by more than 12% of 
its facebook fan base (more people than see the average post).

          Developed in 1986, the bodyCushionTM is now used by more than 100,000 professionals 
worldwide: Physical Therapists, Massage Therapists, Chiropractors, Rehabilitation Specialists and 
other medical and therapeutic professionals. The bodyCushionTM  a�ords pain-free positioning, 
relieves stress, and allows for total relaxation in any position.  Ideal for multi-user settings, the 
bodyCushionTM CONNECTED features additional webbing connecting each piece of the unit to 
the next, making it extremely easy to move room to room or on and o� the table.  

www.bodysupport.com
Call (541) 488-1172

or (800) 448-2400 toll free

Find out more:

MADE IN USA

CONNECTED
bodyCushionTM

ICe pACKS, continued on page 30
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a post like this accomplishes a few things:

•	 Puts	a	face	to	your	clinic	and	connects	with	people	on	a	
personal level.

•	 States	that	you	care	about	relationships	and	celebrating	
people.

they�Brought�Her�Flowers!
a patient of spear Physical therapy in new york brought 
flowers to the therapist who had provided his treatment. spear 
posted a picture of one of the therapists with the flowers with 
a note of celebration to its staff and a note congratulating its 
patient for “getting back to life.”

this kind of a post is innovative because it celebrates the 
clinic staff, but importantly within the context of treatment—the 
real celebration is about patient recovery.

Look,�we’re�in�the�News!
farmersville Physical therapy in texas posted a clipping from a 
local newspaper where the local chamber of commerce high-
lighted the clinic for its commitment to local health.

this post was liked by more than 20% of its fan base and 
attracted comments such as this:

“Great place to be cared for; so loving in their own way.”

this post is creative because the clinic is promoting itself the 
right way—it’s letting the article speak for the clinic versus the 
clinic talking about itself.

if you were a friend of a farmersville patient who saw a like 
for that post or a potential patient that saw the testimonial com-
ments, you would find this obvious authentic connection with its 
patients attractive.

Educate,�Inspire,�and�Be�personable
Patients come to your clinic to get better and to get more out 
of life.

to accomplish this, they need to learn, whether to learn about 
their condition, what to expect, or how to get better. they also 
need to be inspired to work through the hard days and to move 
closer to their goals.

in the online world, people are not looking to be “talked at”; 
they are looking to learn and be inspired. in this online world, 
that is the business you should be in: inspiring and educating 
your community.

here are some recommended Dos and Don’ts:

Do Not
•	 Talk	about	yourself.
•	 Let	others	talk	about	you.
•	 Ask	people	to	“share”	or	“like.”	This	will	happen	on	its	own	

if you are creating the right content.

•	 Say	nothing.	This	is	the	big	don’t. if you cannot invest in 
building authentic and engaging dialogues online, it is better 
to not have a social presence.

Do
•	 Comment	on	other	peoples’	posts—comments	and	likes	can	

lead them to reciprocate.
•	 Respond	and	acknowledge	likes	and	comments	on	your	

posts.
•	 Give	advice!	You	know	the	types	of	questions	you	often	

receive at the clinic. enlighten the world.
•	 Amuse.	If	you	find	the	right	post	that	is	funny,	sharing	can	go	

a long way in showing your personality.
•	 Use	pictures	and	videos	wherever	possible.	People	love	

visuals.
•	 Inspire.	I	have	seen	great	response	from	inspirational	quotes	

or news.

How�Do�You�sustain�Interesting�Content�Long�term?
the preceding examples are great creative ideas, but you won’t 
have an ice pack post each day or a staff birthday or a patient 
who dropped off flowers.

Clinics can achieve great traction by making regular posts 
related to general patient education topics (e.g., understanding 
ankle sprains, stretching before golf), as well as inspirational 
stories from the news and inspirational quotes.

within this context, you can build a reservoir of content that 
educates and inspires your online fan base on a regular basis.

The Bottom Line
there are a number of potential benefits from proper implemen-
tation and use of a social media marketing campaign, but it all 
starts with the content you produce.

Once mastered, you will be able to captivate your current 
clients and increase the number of shares and re-tweets 
received, which further broadens your visibility and reach 
online. as long as your business continues to focus its social 
media efforts on being customer-focused, you are bound to 
come out on top. n

Scott Waddell is the president of PatientSites.com, a Metamor 
Group Company. He can be reached at scott@metamor.com.
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exeCutIve SummArY: An exploration of ownership 

and structural models in physical therapy ownership and 

proposed advantages and disadvantages of each model.

every year, hunDreDs Of theraPists make their 
dreams of therapy ownership a reality through some form of 
partnering, acquisition, or new business development. in order 
to achieve long-term business success, it is imperative to under-
stand ownership relationship structural models and the impact 
each may have on your future. as a clinic owner, it is important 
to understand your options in adding partners. Let’s explore 
ownership and structural models in physical therapy ownership 
and the proposed advantages and disadvantages of each model.

therapists have, since the beginning of the profession, ven-
tured into practice ownership, many of which have yielded inde-
pendence, autonomy, business success, and financial freedom. 
Others have caused some element of grief for the owner. 

Compared to 30 years ago, opening a practice today requires 
much more energy and effort, and a greater understanding of 
state, federal, and legal influences on your business. with that in 
mind, the foundation of your practice is key.

in my experience, most practices today exist in one of two 
forms: sole proprietorships and partnerships. Generally, sole 
proprietorships are straightforward and easy to define. similar 
to the individuality of us all, partnerships come in many shapes 
and sizes. i will attempt to describe the organizational structural 
models within these two ownership types.

Solo Ownership
the solo ownership model means that a physical therapist has 
decided to be the sole owner of his or her own business and 
takes responsibility for all business decisions. the practitioner 
may have an advisor or family member assisting with finances, 
but the therapist is ultimately liable and responsible for all deci-
sions. this model needs an owner who is independent, confi-
dent, and somewhat self-assured both in business and in clinical 

practice�Fundamentals
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matters. this model is conducive for the therapist with a high 
level of independence but lacks in fulfilling the need for collab-
orative decision-making and shared governance.

Partnerships

Geography has made us neighbors. History has made us 
friends. Economics has made us partners, and  necessity 
has made us allies. Those whom God has so joined 
together, let no man put asunder. – John F. Kennedy

many therapists venture into the arena of practice ownership 
with a well-thought-out and vetted partner. however, some 
enter into partnerships without a lot of thought about what 
they might be looking for in a potential partner. Partnerships 
should provide a division of the administrative and business 
 responsibilities. they also ought to provide for shared account-
ability and decision-making. Partnerships, such as marriages, 
should play on the strengths of each partner and complement 

one another. these partnerships do not need to be an equal 
division of assets, liabilities, business, or clinical load.

Structural Design

sole�proprietorship
this is one of the more common organizational structure types 
chosen by solo practitioners. this model is easy to initiate, 
modify, retain, and dissolve. sole proprietorship typically has 
one owner but may have several employees. if your spouse is an 
owner, consult your attorney about whether the business ought 
to be changed to a partnership. this model indicates that all 
business and personal assets and income become merged into 
one and taxed at your determined personal income tax rate. for 
that reason, all personal assets are liable to the company unless 
separate personal holdings are held in a trust apart from the 

OWNerSHIp AND StruCture, continued on page 35
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business assets. separate personal and business records must be 
kept in sole proprietorships. all legal and business affairs are the 
responsibility of the owner/operator.

the advantages of sole proprietorship include the following:

1. easy to establish and retain
2. nimble (can be bought and sold easily)
3. inexpensive
4. federal tax savings benefits

Disadvantages:

1. Personal assets at risk
2. financing can be a challenge
3. no separation of liability
4. Difficult to add partners

general�partnership
a general partnership involves the union of two or more 
individuals in a company. business partnerships should have a 
written business agreement. the partnership files a tax return 
and reports profits and losses on each personal tax return. the 
personal assets of each partner are still liable to the company. 
this is a common structure with therapy companies. the most 
important aspect of a general partnership is to make sure you 
partner with someone you can trust.

advantages:

1. easy way to start a business
2. easy to add partners
3. inexpensive
4. flexible
5. federal tax savings benefits

Disadvantages:

1. Personal assets at risk
2. financing can be a challenge
3. no separation of liability
4. Liable for decisions and behavior of partner

Limited�Liability�partnership�(LLp)
in an LLP, the partners typically are not held liable for malprac-
tice or personal liability of each partner. the partners in the 
LLP are still jointly and individually responsible for the financial 
success of the business. also, the personal assets of each partner 
could be liable in this arrangement. for example, should the 
therapy business have debt that needs to be collected in the 
form of a small business loan, the personal assets of the partners 
could be at risk. small business loans will typically require a 
personal guarantee from the lender. transitioning from a general 
partnership to a LLP may be a wise first step if you are adding 
partners. LLPs must be registered with the secretary of state. 
Check with your state for local requirements.

advantages:

1. Protects partners from professional liability

2. easy transition from general partnership
3. Good structure to add additional partners
4. easy to form
5. inexpensive
6. federal tax savings benefits

Disadvantages:

1. Partners are personally liable for financial success
2. financing based on profile of partners
3. Challenging when adding multiple partners

Corporations
Corporations are much more complex to set up and retain. 
although complex, they shelter the owners from most personal 
and financial liability that may arise from therapy operations. 
Due to structural complexity, set up typically requires legal 
assistance. maintenance requires officers, board members, meet-
ings, and the recording of discussions and activity. a corporation 
is a legal entity separate from the owners. this entity conducts 
business, bears legal responsibility, and can take, and is subject 
to, legal action.

OWNerSHIp AND StruCture, continued from page 33
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advantages:

1. Partners are protected from professional liability
2. Partners are protected from financial liability
3. easy to add partners
4. Great for succession planning

Disadvantages:

1. Costly to set up
2. requires significant documentation
3. annual updates and regular meetings necessary
4. Legal support needed to maintain

some of the types of corporations are described below.

S-corps and C-corps
the difference between an s-corp and a C-corp is the way taxes 
are paid. in an s-corp, the taxes imposed on the profits are paid 
at the shareholder level. as such, the owners of an s-corp pay the 
taxes on the profits generated. in the C-corp, a portion of the taxes 
on the profits due are paid both at the C-corp level and again at 
the shareholder level. this does not mean that you pay twice the 
taxes; rather the corporation pays taxes and the shareholders pay 
taxes on the profits passed on to them. s-corps typically work 
better for smaller corporations with fewer than 75 people.

the C-corp and s-corp options are both good. typically, 
C-corps are used for large organizations. the s-corp option 
works well, especially in combination with an LLC, which is 
described later.

Professional Corporation (PC)
this is a corporation for which all of shareholders are pro-
fessionals engaged in the operations of the business. these 
professionals fall into specific professional categories based on 
the professional list provided by the state. Professional corpo-
rations shelter the shareholders from the personal liability of 
each member. unlike the s-corps or C-corps, the individual is 
not sheltered from his or her own personal liability. therapy 
companies typically do not structure their organizations using 
the professional corporation option. Check with your state to see 
whether therapy companies qualify for the PC distinction.

Limited Liability Company (LLC)
the limited liability company is a structure that provides the 
liability protections of a corporation and the advantages of 
federal tax deductions, as in general partnerships. setting up 
the LLC requires the filing of documents with the secretary of 
state, as well as developing an operating agreement. members 
or owners of the LLC are not personally responsible for any 
company liabilities. this is a good structure for therapy compa-
nies. it allows owners to take advantage of tax deductions while 
limiting personal liability. this structure allows for the distribu-
tion of company shares when adding partners or selling shares 
during the succession of a partner.

for growing therapy companies with multiple sites and 
numerous employees, or those wishing to add partners by 
selling a portion of the company, the LLC is a preferred option. 
Gaining an understanding of management of your LLC and 
obtaining some legal assistance can provide you with tremen-
dous organizational versatility. another great option that adds 
an element of personal protection would be to create a therapy 
company LLC and for each partner to create their own s-corp. 
each of the individual s-corps own shares in the LLC, and the 
individual is an employee of the s-corp.

Private practice ownership can be challenging, rewarding, 
and fun. we should do all we can to increase the availability of 
ownership for therapists in our profession. n

Business, more than any other occupation, is a continual 
dealing with the future; it is a continual calculation, an 
instinctive exercise in foresight. – henry r. Luce

Columbus Candies, PT, MPA/HA, PhD, is CEO of Rehab 
Authority Practice Management and president of Business 
Development for Rehab Authority. He can be reached at 
Columbus@rehabauthority.com.
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Systems4PT will unleash the Genius in your practice
The requirements for evidence based defense are insulting reminders that payors 
have little respect for your expertise and experience.  Progression of deficits is now 
required for payment, but the deluge of new rules is eating into your treatment time 
(which is the only way to ensure progression).

Systems4PT technology identifies and measures deficit progression for your  
specific treatment approach and then automates defensive documentation, proving 
that your plan of care will restore the identified deficits.  The alternative is to plod 
through hundreds of research articles in search of defense.  Our approach leaves 
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•	 Automated	Defensive	Documentation	provides	statistical	proof	that	your 
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It’s	time	to	use	technology	to	identify	the	patient	progression	that	already	exists	in	
your practice and then defend your treatment plan with automated documentation.

Unleash the Genius!
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exeCutIve SummArY: the business “sale” process is 

extremely complex and is filled with major decisions and 

roadblocks. this article discusses the advantage of working 

with a mergers and acquisitions advisor to get the best deal 

for you, your family, and your staff.

think baCk tO when yOu OPeneD yOur first Physi-
cal therapy clinic. what made you decide to start your own 
practice? how long did you think about starting your own busi-
ness before you actually pulled the trigger? what process did 
you use to build a business plan and map out your go-forward 
strategy? how did you know that the timing was right?

fast forward to 2013. you have successfully moved from 
clinician to chief executive officer and have the experience and 
resources, as well as the battle wounds, to prove it. you opened 
a few more clinics, lived through many administrative and staff-
ing headaches, dealt with declining third-party payment, and 
navigated many new regulations. at the moment, you and your 
family are doing okay financially. you figure that when you 
are ready, you will sell the business and fund your retirement. 
however, that kind of thinking is inherently flawed. strategiz-
ing for your exit actually takes more planning than it did to start 
your company! the sale of a business includes many elements, 
such as business performance, trends, growth opportunities, 
management, metrics, compliance, clinical operations, and 
more. in addition, all the elements and favorable capital market 

Innovation’s�Edge

C    omplexities of  the 
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 conditions must be aligned with one overwhelming fact: you 
can only sell your business when there are buyers.

my company has been working in health care services 
mergers and acquisitions (m&a) since 2000. in all of those years, 
we have never seen the rehabilitation market so lopsided in 
favor of the seller. right now, a huge supply/demand imbalance 
for rehabilitation companies exists. Of the top 8 companies, 6 
are backed by private equity funds, which means there is intense 
pressure on them to significantly grow through acquisitions. 
these companies are not just buying. they are also aggressively 
opening start-up clinics in strategic markets. Companies that are 
private equity–backed typically have about 5 years to grow to 
achieve significant growth (at least double in size!), and most of 
them are already 12 to 24 months into the 5-year process.

needless to say, these buyers are very aggressive and very 
deal savvy. while you will likely only sell your business once 
in your lifetime, these professional acquirers do transactions 
every day. they will call your company and want you to work 
exclusively with them on a transaction to sell your company, 
which would be a mistake. the sale of a business is typically a 
once-in-a lifetime event, and you want to make sure that you 
are getting the “best” deal for you, your family, and your staff. 
furthermore, the sale process is extremely complicated, and you 
will only find that out once you are too far into the process and 
hit due diligence. at that point, you are stuck, having  committed 

COmpLexItIeS, continued on page 41
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yourself to 1 buyer and essentially taken yourself out of the 
market for 3 to 12 months. at this point, the buyer holds all the 
cards, and you may be at risk of the buyer “re-trading” the deal 
at a less attractive price and terms than originally negotiated.

when done correctly, a sale transaction should close within 
3 to 6 months. we have talked to large multi-clinic sellers who 
have undertaken the sale process on their own after being 
approached by a single buyer. not only did they make the 

mistake of engaging with one buyer, they allowed the process 
to continue far too long and could not focus on their businesses. 
Consequently, they lost therapists and ended up with “deal 
fatigue.” they just wanted to close a deal—any deal. the buyer 
knows that. Practice owners who try to sell on their own rarely 
end up with the best price and deal terms.

remember when i said that you could only sell when there 
are buyers? we know of companies that have been approached 
by buyers and decided that the timing was just not right. maybe 
they wanted to grow more, thinking they could get more money 
in the future. again, this is flawed thinking. the buyers have 
goals to meet, and the markets will change as they have done in 
the past. if your business is in their strategic markets, they will 
not wait for you to be ready to sell. they will build and acquire 
around you, and you will have missed out on any opportunity 
to cash out. Plus, your clinics will be surrounded by competitors 
backed by massive capital, systems, and industry knowledge.

i have been in your shoes. back in the late 1990s, my partners 
and i had 17 clinics and $15 million in revenues. we were still 
young and definitely not ready to retire. in fact, we wanted to 
keep growing. but i did some research and talked to advisors. 
the buyers had the capital to acquire at that point in the cycle. 
i sold, and it was the best decision i made. a few years later, the 
market crashed and there were no deals. my current partner tells 
the same story about his business that he helped grow to over 
$1 billion in assets. they weren’t “ready” to sell, but the capital 
was there. even though his company specialized in health care 
financing, they hired an m&a company to sell their company 
rather than do the deal themselves.

which brings me to my final point: selling your company is 
not a do-it-yourself proposition. selling your company should 

be done according to a process in a professional and controlled 
manner. who represents you in the sale of your company 
should mean a great deal to you. many practice owners will use 
their accountant and lawyer, but those professionals are usually 
generalists who do not know the health care market. working 
with a professional m&a firm that knows your market gives your 
company credibility. frankly, for what you pay in fees, you will 
receive back and more in the final purchase price and terms.

a good m&a advisor guides you through the process, points 
out the risks and benefits, and manages the whole procedure, 
so that you can continue to focus on your business. in reality, 
large, sophisticated buyers prefer that a professional m&a firm 
represent the seller because it gives them a higher degree of 
confidence that the deal will close. my best advice to you is 
never, never go it alone! n

Paul Martin, PT, MPT, CBI, M & AMI, is a PPS member and 
president of Martin Healthcare Advisors. PPS members may 
download a chapter, co-authored by Paul, on selling a business 
from the recently released book, the ultimate success Guide: 
the world’s Leading experts reveal their secrets for success in 
business and in Life, by Brian Tracy, at http://paulmartin.
ultimatesuccessguidebook.com/. Paul can be reached at 
pmartin@martinhealthcareadvisors.com.

Selling your company is not a  

do-it-yourself proposition. Selling your 

company should be done according to a 

process in a professional and  

controlled manner.
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exeCutIve SummArY: exiting a private practice can be an 

emotional and overwhelming challenge. the author provides 

practical tips for executing an effective exit strategy.

a Private PraCtiCe Often rePresents a Lifetime Of 
work for an owner, and exiting the practice can be an emotional 
and overwhelming challenge. an owner can make this transition 
less bumpy by considering some of the following tips for execut-
ing an effective exit strategy.

1. Find the right buyer for your business. research larger 
physical therapy practices, particularly those in your geographic 
area, to understand the company’s values and culture and 
decide if this matches with your company and your staff. there 
are several groups that purchase physical therapy practices, 
each viewing acquisitions in a different light. some groups 
have a laissez-faire approach post-transaction, operating more 
like holding companies, and simply want to add an additional 

clinic(s) to their facilities or additional profitability to their 
bottom line, allowing you to continue to run the practice as you 
always have. Other groups may be more hands on, which could 
involve changing the brand to match the overall group, support-
ing the clinic with additional personnel, implementing their own 
practice management and emr systems, and so on. however, 
this may, in turn, provide additional growth opportunities and 
resources for you and your team. as a private practice owner, 
you need to be honest with yourself about whether you will be 
comfortable no longer being the boss and making all decisions 
regarding your practice. keep things in perspective; asking for 
millions of dollars for your practice and expecting to continue to 
call all the shots is akin to selling your house but still wanting to 
enjoy the pool in the backyard whenever you want.

2. Spend some time preparing a “presentation” of your 
business prior to approaching potential buyers. think 
of your practice’s strengths and weaknesses and accentuate 
the strengths, while showing a clear plan to improve upon 
weaknesses. Particularly, spend time thinking about growth 

exit strategies 
for Private  Practice

practice�Fundamentals
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 opportunities and your local market relationships (i.e., with 
referral sources, opportunities to open new clinics, etc.) that you 
would pursue if you had access to additional resources, time, 
and capital. these will be opportunities that the buyer will want 
to explore following the purchase of your business in order to 
increase the value of their acquisition.

3. “Normalize” your financial results. in other words, look 
at your profit and loss statement (P&L) to identify revenues or 
costs that are not normal to the business or ones that should 
appear on the P&L but do not. this may include normalizing 
the owner’s salary, personal expenses that were run through the 
P&L, and one-time costs for purchasing new practice manage-
ment software, as examples.

4. Consider following the old adage, “you have to spend 
money to make money.” if you expect more than $1 million 
in return for your practice, it may be worthwhile to hire a deal 
advisor or investment banker. this will likely be one of the most 
important and impactful business decisions of your life, and you 

will want an experienced and trusted advisor on your side. advi-
sors can help ensure that you receive top value for your practice, 
including both the cash purchase price, any earnout consider-
ation, your salary and employment agreement if you are continu-
ing with the business post-close, and the terms and conditions 
that go along with the purchase (such as non- compete terms or 
escrow). Deal advisors can also help take some of the burden of 
preparing data for the potential acquirer off the owner, allow-
ing you to continue running your business and ensure a quicker 
transaction. a sale process can be distracting and draining. an 
advisor’s job is to help you prepare needed information so that 
your business does not slip during the process.

5. Experience counts. speaking of advisors, make sure that 
you have an attorney experienced in sale processes and rely 
heavily on your accountants to make sure that the numbers 
you present to an acquirer are accurate. inaccurate information 

exIt StrAteGIeS, continued on page 45
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exIt StrAteGIeS, continued from page 43

or having various sets of data that show incongruous informa-
tion only make it more difficult for an acquirer to feel confident 
in their decision to purchase your practice and may, in turn, 
hamper their ability to justify a higher price tag.

6. If possible, plan ahead for the sale of your business. 
 in other words, if you think you may retire in the next 5 years 
or think that joining up with a bigger group might be necessary 
from a competitive standpoint, do not wait until the last minute 
to engage potential acquirers. Proper succession planning can 
ensure that you sell your practice at a time when you are still 
driving and growing the business, rather than when you are 
semi-retired and mentally “checked out” with a less profitable 
business. for those selling due to competitive pressures, do not 
wait until a larger competitor moves into your area and nega-
tively impacts your patient volumes. it is always better to sell 
when you want to, rather than when you have to. in the same 
light, try not to start a sale process during or immediately after a 
“down year” from a profitability standpoint. timing is everything.

7. Communicate with your team. finally, dedicate some 
thought to how and when you will break the news to your 
employees. Look to the potential buyer for guidance on this. 
Physical therapy is a service business and relies heavily on the 

people behind the business. neither you, nor the buyer, will 
want to lose your key people once you sell. Certainly, wait until 
the transaction is a foregone conclusion to announce the sale to 
your staff (deals can always fall apart at the last minute), but also 
consider letting them know at least a couple of weeks out. they 
will want to have ample time to meet their new employer and 
ask questions about how the transaction may affect them. if you 
have a strong relationship with your employees, and they see 
that you are excited about the future with the new group, they 
are more apt to be excited, as well. n

Fletcher Boyle is the director of mergers and acquisitions at ATI 
Physical Therapy in Bolingbrook, Illinois. He can be reached at 
fletcher.boyle@atipt.com.
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V I E W P O I N T

O
On June 3, 2013, a number Of 
federal agencies (internal revenue service, 
employee benefits security administration, 
Centers for medicare & medicaid services) 
issued the final regulations on incentives 
for nondiscriminatory wellness programs 
in group health plans.1 the summary 
document, available through the federal 
register, provides the guidelines consistent 
with the affordable Care act regarding the 
design of health-contingent wellness pro-
grams and the reasonable alternative stan-
dards employer plan sponsors must offer 
in order to implement compliant wellness 
programs and avoid prohibited discrimina-
tion based on health status factors.

these new guidelines go into effect 
for plan or policy years beginning on 
or after January 1, 2014. Group health 
plans (insured and self-insured) will have 
expanded authority to offer rewards (or 
penalties) for participation in health- 
contingent wellness programs. specifically, 
rewards (or penalties) may have a value 
of up to 30% (or up to 50% for programs 
to prevent or reduce tobacco use) of the 
total cost of coverage. the final regulation 
continues to divide wellness programs 
into 2 categories (participatory wellness 
programs and health-contingent wellness 
programs), and newly divides health-
contingent wellness programs into the 
 categories of activity-only or outcome-
based wellness programs.

Participatory wellness programs are pro-
grams that either do not provide a reward 
or do not include conditions for obtaining 
a reward that are based solely on an indi-
vidual satisfying a standard that is related 
to a health factor. in addition, participatory 
wellness programs must be made available 

to all similarly situated individuals, regard-
less of health status. examples of partici-
patory wellness programs include:

•	 A	program	that	reimburses	all	or	part	
of the cost of membership in a fitness 
center

•	 A	diagnostic	testing	program	that	pro-
vides a reward for participation in the 
program and does not base any part of 
the reward on outcomes; for example, a 
wellness program that provides a reward 
for merely taking a series of biometric 
tests (without regard to the results)

•	 A	program	that	encourages	preventive	
care through the waiver of the copay-
ment or deductible requirement under 
a group health plan for the costs of, for 
example, prenatal care or well-baby 
visits

•	 A	program	that	reimburses	employ-
ees for the costs of participating, or 
that otherwise provides a reward for 
participating, in a smoking-cessation 
program without regard to whether the 
employee quits smoking

•	 A	program	that	provides	a	reward	to	
employees for attending a monthly, 
no-cost health education seminar

•	 A	program	that	provides	a	reward	to	
employees who complete a health risk 
assessment regarding current health 
status, without any further action 
(educational or otherwise) required 
by the employee with regard to the 
health issues identified as part of the 
assessment

importantly, participatory wellness 
programs are not required to meet the 5 
special requirements applicable to health-

contingent wellness programs (listed on 
page 47). therefore, any rewards provided 
in connection with a participatory wellness 
program do not count toward the 30% to 
50% maximum permissible reward thresh-
olds. furthermore, reasonable alternative 
standards need not be made available 
under participatory wellness programs.

in contrast, health-contingent wellness 
programs require an individual to satisfy a 
standard related to a health factor to obtain 
a reward or require an individual to under-
take more than a similarly situated indi-
vidual based on a health factor in order 
to obtain the same reward. this standard 
may be performing or completing an activ-
ity relating to a health factor, or it may be 
attaining or maintaining a specific health 
outcome. if a group health plan or insurer 
complies with the 5 special (and revised) 
requirements for health- contingent well-
ness programs (as described below), the 
final regulation continues to permit such 
rewards, similar to the permissibility of 
such wellness program rewards under 
current hiPaa rules.

the final regulation subdivides the 
category of health-contingent wellness 
programs into 2 new subcategories: 
(1) activity-only wellness programs and 
(2) outcome-based wellness programs. 
as described below, the final regulation 
imposes significant differences in how 
the wellness program rules apply to each 
of these types of programs, particularly 
with respect to the reasonable alternative 
standard requirement.

Activity-only wellness programs
under an activity-only wellness program, 
an individual is merely required to 

Federal guidelines for Wellness programs in 
group Health plans

What Does This Mean for Private Practice?
by mark blankespoor, pt, Dpt
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vIeWpOINt, continued on page 48

perform or complete an activity related to 
a health factor in order to obtain a reward. 
activity-only wellness programs do not 
require an individual to attain or maintain 
a specific health outcome.  examples of 
activity-only wellness programs include:

•	 Walking	programs
•	 Diet	programs
•	 Exercise	programs

some individuals may be unable to par-
ticipate in an activity-only wellness program 
due to a health factor. for example, an 
individual may be unable to participate in a 
walking program due to a recent surgery or 
pregnancy, or may have difficulty partici-
pating due to severe asthma. as described 
further below, the final regulation, there-
fore, provides safeguards to ensure these 
individuals are given a reasonable opportu-
nity (i.e., a reasonable alternative standard) 
to qualify for the reward.

Outcome-based wellness programs
alternatively, under an outcome-based 
wellness program, an individual must 
attain or maintain a specific health 
outcome (such as not smoking or 
attaining certain results on biometric 
screenings) in order to obtain a reward. 
examples of outcome-based wellness 
programs include a biometric screen-
ing that tests individuals for specified 
medical conditions or risk factors (such 
as high cholesterol, high blood pressure, 
abnormal bmi, or high glucose level) 
and provides a reward to employees 
identified as within a normal or healthy 
range (or at low risk for certain medical 
conditions), while requiring employees 
who are identified as outside the normal 
or healthy range (or at high risk) to take 
additional steps (such as meeting with a 
health coach, taking a health or fitness 
course, adhering to a health improvement 
action plan, or complying with a health 

care provider’s plan of care) to obtain the 
same reward.

Five Special requirements for  
Health-Contingent Wellness programs
as under current hiPaa rules, health-
contingent wellness programs will be 
permitted in a group health plan only if 
they satisfy all 5 special requirements, as 
restated and revised in the final regula-
tion. the 5 special requirements are:

1. frequency of opportunity to qualify
2. size of reward
3. reasonable design
4. uniform availability and reasonable 

alternative standards
5. notice of availability of reasonable 

alternative standards
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vIeWpOINt, continued from page 47

Five-Minute Fix
register Your Domain Name(s)

by tannus Quatre, pt, mbA, AtC, CSCS

positioning�one’s�company�against�competitors�in�the�market�is�one�of�
the�longstanding�challenges�posed�to�every�business�owner�in�every�
industry.�physical�therapists�in�private�practice�are�no�exception,�and�in�an�
ever-increasing�online�arena,�securing�domain�names�for�your�practice�is�
an�important�tactical�component�to�savvy�business�competition.

a�domain�name�is�simply�the�online�address�of�your�company’s�website�
or�e-mail�and�follows�the�format�aBCphysicaltherapy.com,�or�in�the�
case�of�an�e-mail�address,�it’s�the�portion�following�the�“@”�symbol�(as�in�
�tannus@aBCphysicaltherapy.com).�registering�a�domain�name�only�takes�
a�few�minutes,�and�the�presence�of�mind�to�take�action�on�a�name�that�
you�intend�to�use,�or�may�intend�to�use,�is�good�practice.

Here�are�a�few�tips�to�ensure�that�you�do�not�lose�out�on�a�good�domain�
name�for�your�practice:

•� Choose a domain registrar with good customer service.�Domain�
registrars�(the�online�merchants�who�sell�domain�names)�are�ubiq-
uitous,�and�I�typically�recommend�selecting�a�registrar�that�has�high�
ratings�for�customer�satisfaction.�the�annual�price�for�a�domain�name�
is�usually�between�$7�and�$20�per�year,�and�pinching�pennies�is�not�
worth�the�cost�of�poor�customer�service.

•� register additional domain names that are similar to, or can be 
used in conjunction with, your preferred domain name.�From�the�
example�above,�in�addition�to�aBCphysicaltherapy.com,�you�may�wish�
to�purchase�aBCphysicaltherapy.net�and�aBCphysicaltherapy.org.�For�
those�wishing�to�be�creative�with�their�domain�name,�the�purchase�of�
getaBCtherapyNow.com�(or�the�like)�may�have�some�appeal.

•� do not wait for your website.�If�a�new�website�is�not�in�your�budget�
right�now,�do�not�wait�for�it�in�order�to�register�your�domain�name.�
Lock�in�your�domain�name�now,�and�it�will�be�there�when�the�website�
is�ready�for�development.�Note�that�you�can�also�begin�using�e-mail�
at�your�domain�address,�regardless�of�whether�a�website�exists�at�
your�domain. n

Tannus Quatre, PT, MBA, ATC, CSCS, is an impact editorial board member and 
principal with Vantage Clinical Solutions. He can be reached at tannus@
vantageclinicalsolutions.com.

these 5 requirements will generally 
be familiar from the current hiPaa 
health status nondiscrimination rules. 
however, some of the 5 requirements, 
in particular, the size of the reward and 
the uniform availability and reasonable 
alternative standard, have been modi-
fied in the final regulation in several 
important ways. the 5 requirements 
apply only to wellness programs that 
are health-contingent programs (i.e., a 
wellness program that both provides a 
reward and conditions the reward on 
satisfying a standard that is related to a 
health factor). as a reminder, participa-
tory wellness programs are not required 
to comply with any of the 5 above- 
referenced requirements.

so, what are the implications of this 
wellness rule for PPs members? well-
ness programming is becoming a more 
significant interest for individuals and 
groups throughout our country. now is 
our chance to proactively step into the 
third era of medicine with a renewed 
focus on restoring health and function 
rather than just responding to disease and 
dysfunction. we have a huge opportunity 
in the coming year to intentionally work 
with the individual and group relation-
ships that we have developed to provide a 
number of services (fitness memberships, 
medical fitness programming, education, 
biometric screening, health coaching, and 
health risk assessments) in our market-
place. we know that the consumers using 
our services will be looking for wellness 
solutions, and we now have the oppor-
tunity to step up to the plate and deliver 
these options through our respective 
practices. n

Mark Blankespoor, PT, DPT, is a PPS 
member and owner of Work Systems 
Rehab & Fitness in Pella, Iowa. He can be 
reached at markb@worksystemspc.com.

Reference
1�https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2013/�
06/03/2013-12916/incentives-for-nondiscriminatory-�
wellness-programs-in-group-health-plans
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WEdnESdAY, nOVEMbEr 6, 2013 
Contact 
hours 

12:30�pM�-�4:30�pM�

administrators�Certificate�program:�Coding�&�Billing� 4.0�

pre-Conference�workshop:�strategies�for�private�practitioners�in�an�Era�of�Integrated�Care�
and�Health�system�Consolidation�

4.0�

2:30�pM�-�4:30�pM�
pre-Conference�workshop:�an�Hr�professional’s�Best�practices�and�roadmap�to�Navigate�
the�Minefield�of�Employee�Discipline�and�termination�

2.0�

5:00�pM�-�8:00�pM� opening�Keynote:�what’s�the�secret�to�providing�a�world-Class�Customer�Experience?� 1.0�

ThurSdAY. nOVEMbEr 7, 2013 

7:30�aM�-�10:30�aM� Breakfast�with�the�Keynote:�the�Impossible�is�possible� 1.0�

10:45�aM�-�12:15�aM�

administrators�Certificate�program:�Business�operations� 1.5�

what�Do�patients�really�want?� 1.5�

stop�Managing�Your�time…own�It!� 1.5�

get�paid�Now:�reduce�Your�Dso,�Improve�Collections�and�Improve�patient�satisfaction� 1.5�

Learn�How�to�thrive�Not�Just�survive�with�these�5�proven�Keys�to�success� 1.5�

Expanding�Your�practice�Into�wellness� 1.5�

1:30�pM�-�4:00�pM� administrators�Certificate�program:�Legal�Compliance� 2.5�

2:30�pM�-�4:00�pM�

Essential�Knowledge�for�Creating�Cash-Based�treatment�services�in�your�practice� 1.5�

Do�You�Know�Your�Data�Footprint?�Your�payers�Do!!!�Using�Metrics�to�Manage�and�grow�
Your�practice�

1.5�

a�Medicare�audit,�“all�the�way�to�the�aLJ’s,”�an�Empowering�Experience� 1.5�

the�Health�Insurance�game…taking�Control� 1.5�

Valuing�Your�Business…what’s�really�Important?� 1.5�

FrIdAY, nOVEMbEr 8, 2013 

8:30�aM�-�11:30�aM� administrators�Certificate�program:�Marketing�Your�practice� 3.0�

8:30�aM�-�9:30�aM�
(MoDEratED�
NEtworKINg)�

Leadership�opportunities�in�pps—from�getting�Your�Feet�wet�to�Making�a�Huge�splash� 1.0�

administrators�Certification�graduates’�Networking� 1.0�

Using�aquatics�to�Benefit�Your�patient�and�Your�practice� 1.0�

Internal�Equity�transfers�and�Maximizing�practice�Value:�Can�the�two�Co-Exist?� 1.0�

Vestibular�therapy� 1.0�

pediatrics:�the�Value�of�relationships�and�the�Benefits�of�technology�and�social�Media� 1.0�

when�is�it�time�to�Let�Key�people�go?� 1.0�

Navigating�New�alignment�opportunities�in�an�Era�of�accountable�Care� 1.0�

How�and�why�physical�therapy�practices�Fail:�the�Inside�Look� 1.0�

Bundled�payment�for�total�Joints:�a�Collaborative�Multidisciplinary�Model� 1.0�

Fall�risk�Management� 1.0�

2013 PPS Annual Conference at a Glance
November 6–9, New Orleans, LA
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FrIdAY, nOVEMbEr 8, 2013 (continued)

10:00�aM�-�11:30�aM�

How�to�do�pr�and�Marketing:�27�real�Ideas�from�pps�Members� 1.5�

going�from�good�to�great:�Creating�a�High�performance�organization� 1.5�

Compliance�Metrics:�Dashboarding�Your�way�to�practice�success� 1.5�

Mentoring�Beyond�Clinical�Instruction:�Creating�a�Culture�of�Learning� 1.5�

Health�Information�Exchange:�what�You�Need�to�Know�Now!� 1.5�

3:00�pM�-�5:00�pM�

administrators�Certificate�program:�Human�resources� 2.0�

Increase�profits�and�Decrease�work�Hours�with�automation� 2.0�

Under�the�Hood�of�a�partnership:�system�Components�to�Enhance�success�&�profitability� 2.0�

How�to�optimize�Cash�Flow�through�Implementation�of�a�revenue�Cycle� 2.0�

Innovations�in�Building�Better�Brains:�From�the�Board�room-Fitness�Facilities!� 2.0�

New�payment�Model:�Innovative�approach�to�advance�pt�practice� 2.0�

SATurdAY, nOVEMbEr 9, 2013 

8:00�aM�-�12:00�pM� administrators�Certificate�program:�Business�planning� 4.0�

8:00�aM�-�10:15�aM� town�Hall�session,�Networking�Breakfast�with�New�Board�of�Directors�swearing�In� 1.5�

10:30�aM�-�11:30�aM�

Developing�a�Clinical�Care�policy:�reducing�Unwarranted�practice�Variation� 1.0�

Keys�to�winning�Market�share�online�for�Your�practice�Integrating�social�Media� 1.0�

Nothing�of�Value�is�Done�alone:�organizational�Development�the�New�Evidence� 1.0�

LEaN�in�private�practice� 1.0�

Modalities�to�Exercise:�why�the�type�of�Clinic�Matter� pENDINg�

the�ohio�physical�therapy�Continuing�Education�Committee�has�approved�this�conference�(approval�#13s1533)�for�a�maximum�of�19.0�
continuing�education�units�(CEUs).�

the�New�York�physical�therapy�association�(NYpta)�has�approved�this�conference�for�a�maximum�of�22.8�CEUs.�

this�conference�is�certified�by�Federation�of�state�Boards�of�physical�therapy�(FsBpt)�for�a�maximum�of�25.0�
contact�hours/CCUs�and�accordingly�accepted�by�the�physical�therapy�regulatory�boards/agencies�in�
certain�U.s.�jurisdiction.�FsBpt’s�proCert�certification�is�currently�accepted�by�aZ,�DE,�DC,�IN,�KY,�Mt,�NC,�
or,�sC,�tN,�Ut�and�wI.�

the�California�physical�therapy�association�recognized�pps,�an�apta�Component�Continuing�
Education�as�an�approved�provider�of�continuing�education�for�this�conference.�attendees�are�
awarded�a�maximum�of�4.0�contact�hours�(0.4�CEUs)�for�attending�the�conference�(pt�regulation�
1399.94�(b)�g.�(nOTE:�Individuals�who�would�like�to�receive�credits�for�each�sessions�they�
attended�must�submit�an�“Individual�application�for�Continuing�Education�Units.”)�

the�oklahoma�Board�of�Medical�Licensure�and�supervision�has�approved�this�conference�
(Course�#:�201303351)�for�a�maximum�of�19.0�contact�hours.�

the�arkansas�state�Board�of�physical�therapy�has�approved�this�conference�for�a�
maximum�of�19.0�contact�hours.�

the�Louisiana�physical�therapy�Board�has�approved�this�conference�for�a�maximum�
of�19.0�contact�hours.�

the�Mississippi�state�Board�of�physical�therapy�has�approved�this�conference�for�a�
maxiumum�of�19.0�contact�hours.�
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A W A R D  R E C I P I E N T S

2012 Robert G. Dicus Award
tHE�roBErt�g.�DICUs�awarD�Is�prEsENtED�aNNUaLLY�to�

a�MEMBEr�oF�pps�to�aCKNowLEDgE�CoNtrIBUtIoNs�

tHat�HaVE�BEEN�oF�ExCEptIoNaL�VaLUE�to�tHE�sECtIoN�

as�a�wHoLE�aND�at�BotH�tHE�sECtIoN�LEVEL�aND�tHE�

apta�LEVEL.

drew bossen, PT, MbA
Drew bOssen reCeiveD his 
undergraduate and physical therapy 
degrees from the university of iowa. 
he also received a master’s in business 
administration from ashland College. 
he has a strong clinical background 
rooted in the assessment and evalu-
ation of the injured worker. Over the 
past 15 years, he has worked with 

numerous organizations including schneider national, rockwell 
Collins, and Cargill, among others, providing organizational 
solutions in ergonomics, proactive safety, and wellness. his 
strengths lie in clinical application and systems thinking.

bossen is a principal in three active businesses: 1) as the CfO 
of Progressive rehabilitation associates, iowa City, iowa; 2) as 
executive vice president of atlas ergonomics, Grand haven, 
michigan; and 3) on the board of directors, Pt1, Cedar rapids, 
iowa.

bossen is an active member of aPta, having served in many 
roles over the years. Currently, he is the president of the edu-
cational institute. he is also a member of the american society 
of safety engineers and human factors and ergonomic society. 
he has spoken to audiences across the country on ergonomic 
system solutions, injury prevention, and corporate wellness.

bossen lives in iowa City, iowa, with his bride of 33 years, 
annie. he is proud as can be of her recent professional accom-
plishment of obtaining her PhD. Drew and ann have two grown 
children, katie, a physical therapist, and Doug, purchasing agent 
and mba student. together, they are all enjoying an active life of 
cycling and travel. n

Jayne L. Snyder Practice Award
tHE�JaYNE�L.�sNYDEr�praCtICE�awarD�Is�prEsENtED�to�

a�praCtICE�For�INNoVatIVE�opEratIoN�or�a�spECIFIC�

proJECt,�wHICH�proMotEs�a�posItIVE�IMagE�oF�prIVatE�

praCtICE�pHYsICaL�tHErapY�IN�tHE�CoMMUNItY.�It�aLso�

aCKNowLEDgEs�aN�INDIVIDUaL�MEMBEr�wHo�Has�MaDE�

oUtstaNDINg�aND�ENDUrINg�CoNtrIBUtIoNs�to�tHE�

praCtICE�oF�pHYsICaL�tHErapY.

rob Worth, PT, dPT, MS, OCS, 
MTC, LAT – Advanced  
Physical Therapy
rOb wOrth reCeiveD his baCh-
elor of science from the university of 
wisconsin-LaCrosse in 1992, double 
majoring in physical therapy and psy-
chology. he completed his athletic 
training certification in 1995 through 
Lawrence university and obtained 

national board certification as an orthopedic clinical special-
ist in 1997. he is certified in manual therapy and received an 
advanced master of science degree in orthopedic physical 
therapy from the university of st. augustine, followed by his 
doctorate in physical therapy from massachusetts General insti-
tute of health Professions. he is an active member of aPta, 
serving as the immediate past president of the wisconsin Physi-
cal therapy association and currently serving as the federal 
affairs liaison and a delegate to the aPta house of Delegates. 
in his spare time, worth enjoys local and international medical 
mission work, competing in running/triathlon events, and 
spending time with his wife and 2 boys.

advanced Physical therapy & sports medicine was founded 
in 1998 by worth and the late tracy rasor, and has since been 
joined by worth’s current practice partner, Jean Darling, Pt, 
atC/L. n

ppS Awards presented
The Private Practice Section (PPS), American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) would like to acknowledge 
the following members who have made valuable contributions to physical therapists in private practice, their 
community, and the section. This year’s awards will be presented at the 2013 PPS Annual Conference in New 
Orleans, Louisiana, November 6–9, 2013.
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State Senator Mimi Walters
state senatOr mimi waLters reP-
resents the 37th District of the Cali-
fornia state senate. having previously 
served two 2-year terms in the state 
assembly, walters was overwhelmingly 
elected to the state senate in 2008.

senator walters possesses a back-
ground in both business and local 
government. her professional career 

has included time with the firm of Drexel, burnham & Lambert 
as an investment executive; subsequently, she joined kidder 
Peabody & Company.

senator walters began her career in public service as a 
member of the Laguna niguel City Council in 1996. she served 
as the city’s mayor in 2000, and as a councilwoman, she was 
a leading voice for fiscally responsible government and local 
control.

she is a founder of the California women’s Leadership associ-
ation and has served on the boards of the national association 

of women business Owners, the Laguna niguel republican 
women federated, the american Cancer society, and the south 
Coast medical Center foundation.

a champion for lower taxes, less intrusive government, fiscal 
responsibility, and property rights, senator walters has been 
active in conservative causes for many years. in 2006, she led the 
fight against eminent domain abuse by serving as the honorary 
statewide chair for the Protect Our homes Coalition. she has won 
all three awards that are issued by the Orange County republi-
can Party, being named Local elected Official of the year in 1997, 
volunteer of the year in 1998, and Legislator of the year in 2005.

most recently, senator walters was honored as Legislator of 
the year in 2011 by the ymCa, and in 2012 by the american 
Camps association. she currently serves as vice chair of the 
senate committees on appropriations, Public employment & 
retirement, and Judiciary. she also serves as a member of the 
senate banking and financial institutions Committee.

senator walters graduated from the university of California at 
Los angeles in 1984 with a bachelor of arts degree in political 
science. she and her husband, David, have 4 children. n

Congressman Al ullman
aLbert COnraD “aL” uLLman was 
a Democratic Congressman to the 
house of representatives from Oregon 
from 1957 to 1981. he presided over 
the house Committee on ways and 
means and was extremely influential 
in the inclusion of the private practice 
physical therapist’s office in the medi-
care program.

ullman was born in montana in march 1914 and graduated 
from whitman College in walla walla, washington, in 1935. he 
taught for 2 years at Port angeles high school in washington 
and later received his master’s degree from Columbia university 
in 1939.

During world war ii, ullman served as a communications 
officer with the united states navy. after the war, he settled 
in baker, Oregon, and worked as a builder and real estate 
developer.

in 1956, ullman was elected to the united states house of 
representatives, serving Oregon’s 2nd Congressional District. he 
served on the house Committee on interior and insular affairs, 
national Outdoor recreation review Commissions, house 
Committee on the Judiciary, Joint study Committee on budget 
Control, house Committee on the budget, Joint Committee on 
taxation, and Democratic Committee on Committees in addition 
to the house Committee on ways and means. the new york 
times noted, “among mr. ullman’s most important actions as 
committee chairman was his sponsorship of sweeping legisla-
tion to cut taxes in an effort to help shore up the united states 
economy. his bill, which gave more than $20 billion in income 
tax rebates to americans in the spring of 1975, brought the 
Oregon Democrat national recognition after almost two decades 
of relatively quiet Congressional service.”

after an unsuccessful reelection campaign in 1980, ullman 
established a consulting company in washington, DC, and 
remained a resident of virginia until his death in October 1986. n

Friend of Private Practice
tHE�FrIEND�oF�prIVatE�praCtICE�awarD�Is�prEsENtED�For�DIstINgUIsHED�CoNtrIBUtIoNs�oF�tIME,�ENErgY,�or�

ExpErtIsE�towarD�proMotINg�tHE�goaLs�oF�tHE�sECtIoN�aND�ENHaNCED�BENEFIts�to�Its�MEMBErs.

AWArD reCIpIeNtS, continued on page 54
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AWArD reCIpIeNtS, continued from page 54

Julie Ellis
JuLie eLLis is a CO-fOunDer Of 
Center for Physical rehabilitation in 
twin falls, idaho. she served as idaho 
Chapter president, president-elect, and 
secretary. she was on the Practice act 
Committee when idaho received direct 
access. ellis is the recipient of idaho’s 
J. Perry silver award for outstanding 
service, and in 2009 was recognized 

as Clinical instructor of the year by idaho state university. ellis 
served as a delegate for the house of Delegates from 1997 to 
2001. ellis has been active in PPs since 1990 and was the chair 
of the task force that published the “ how to” manual. she has 
served on the PPs board of Directors, including 7 years as direc-
tor and 5 years as secretary, from 2001 to 2012. n

Audrey Waldron, PT, dPT
auDrey waLDrOn is the Owner Of waLDrOn’s Peak 
Physical therapy (wPPt) in boulder, Colorado, and sirona 
Physical therapy in Golden, Colorado. she has been prac-
ticing physical therapy since 1990, opened wPPt in 2002, 
and acquired sirona Physical therapy in December of 2012. 
waldron started her practice as a sole  practitioner and now 
has a team of 16. she credits much of her success in  business 

to the relationships and contacts she has developed in PPs. 
membership and participation in PPs were instrumental to her 
as she opened and has grown her clinics.

waldron established wPPt in 2002 to be able to provide 
exceptional treatment that incorporates evidence-based practice 
in conjunction with years of personal experience. she believes 
that each individual should have access to a health care provider 
who will listen and jointly formulate a plan of care specific 
to their needs. she has developed a reputation for serving as 
a primary care provider for individuals with musculoskeletal 
conditions.

in addition to her clinical success, waldron is professionally 
active in the Colorado aPta and the Private Practice section 
of aPta. she has served as chief delegate and president of the 
Colorado aPta; has served on their board of directors for a 
total of 16 years; and has testified regarding numerous pieces 

of legislation affecting the physical therapy 
profession in Colorado. she served as chair 
of the PPs membership Committee 2008–
2012, and has had the pleasure of participat-
ing in the past 2 strategic planning sessions 
for the section.

waldron lives in the mountains of 
Colorado and in her spare time she enjoys 
running, hiking, snowshoeing, skiing, 
golfing—basically, anything outdoors. n

Private Practice Section Service Award
tHE�pps�BoarD�oF�DIrECtors�EstaBLIsHED�tHE�sErVICE�awarD�IN�2006�to�proVIDE�aN�opportUNItY�For�tHE�pps�

BoarD�to�rECogNIZE�aN�INDIVIDUaL(s)�wHo�Has�MaDE�ExtraorDINarY�CoNtrIBUtIoNs�aBoVE�aND�BEYoND�tHE�

rEqUIrEMENt�oF�tHE�CoMMIttEE/tasK�ForCE�or�otHEr�VoLUNtEEr�roLE�tHE�MEMBEr�sErVEs.

PLEASE nOTE: 

In�the�Book�review�column�on�page�55�of�the�august�

issue�of�Impact,�the�reviewed�book�was�depicted�

incorrectly.�the�correct�image�is�shown�here,�

BrandsFormation®: How to Transform Your Good 

Healthcare Practice into a Great Local Brand��

by�Chuck�Mefford�with�Lori�M.�Lovett.
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W
WHy DO I HURT? A PATIENT BOOK ABOUT THE NEUROSCIENCE 
of Pain, by adriaan Louw, Pt, PhD, was written to aid patients in 
understanding, on a very basic level, how the brain and nervous 
system play a huge role in pain perception. he includes, on almost 
every page, cartoon-like images to assist in this understanding. 
One example is someone stepping on a nail, and the resultant 
alarm system going off to tell us to take action. he mentions that 
sometimes the alarm is slow to calm down after the incident and 
compares it to a home alarm system that has been set so sensi-
tively that a leaf blowing in the wind will trip the alarm.

Louw compares the brain to the chief executive officer (CeO) 
of a major company. rather than sending monthly reports to the 
CeO, “departments that are underperforming” (painful areas) 
start sending weekly, daily, or hourly reports. Louw comments, 
“we need to remember that most CeOs are paranoid. Once the 
CeO is dealing with the troubled section, for example, low back 
pain, the CeO may start worrying about and snooping around 
in the other divisions, asking for more reports from them.” sud-
denly, the pain starts spreading as awareness increases.

Louw discusses the role stress plays in pain, using the lion to 
describe our fight-or-flight reaction and the prolonged protective 
response that can occur in today’s environment.

my favorite part was section 7, “your treatment—taking 
back your Life,” where Louw includes the importance of sleep 
hygiene and goals and pacing, breaking them down into bite-
sized parts. although we may teach our patients these com-
ponents, seeing them in print may resonate more strongly.

Louw includes an impressive list of 43 references at the end 
of the 48-page booklet. i asked one of my patients for feedback, 
and she suggested that some patients could find the examples 
in the book a little too basic for their liking. however, the book 
may be very appropriate for others who need  illustrations to 
help them move out of the “victim” role with chronic pain. n

Deb Gulbrandson, PT, DPT, is an impact editorial board 
member, owner of Cary Physical Therapy, and co-owner of 
Gulbrandson Orthotics and Prosthetics in Cary, Illinois. She can 
be reached at deb@caryphysicaltherapy.com.

Why do I hurt?
By�adriaan�Louw,�pt,�phD�
orthopaedic�physical�therapy�products,�February�2013�
reviewed�by�Deb�gulbrandson,�pt,�Dpt

B O O k  R E V I E W

Never overpay to advertise again!    •    Expect shorter sales cycles from your ad leads.

For more information email impactads@me.com or call
Malisa Minetree at 317.815.4688 (office) or 317.603.7854 (mobile)

Target over 4500
 practice owners representing  

  over 15,000
   private practices nationwide.

Advertise Smarter, Not Harder
—rekamnoisicedetamitluehthcaeR The Practice Owner

60%of Impact readers

—scinilc2tsaeltanwo 25%
own 3 or more clinics.

Average practice generates $2 million in annual revenue.
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From all over the nation, practice partners will arrive and our team is ready. 
We’re throwing out the challenge to find this session’s Super Shots.
No matter your strategy – off the backboard or a 3-point play – we’re looking for partners 
who want to win.
When you visit, let’s play a little ball and talk a little PT.
Tell us about your practice and we’ll tell you about:
• Our proprietary, web-based outcomes measurement tool 
• Our in-house Orthopaedic Physical Therapy Residency Program and Fellowship partnership
• Operations support
• Professional development
• Flexible transaction designs
• Our culture

Game On

Want to talk now? 
Contact Jeff Londis, Managing Partner, at 
jlondis@benchmarkpt.com or 423.413.8350.
Check us out at www.benchmarkpt.com

Then, we’ll see you on the court.

PPS in New Orleans, November 6-9, Booth 355

“Success comes from knowing that you did your best 
to become the best that you are capable of becoming.”
John Wooden – Wizard of Westwood
10x NCAA National Champion and 6x National Coach of the Year
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L E G A L  I M P A C T

U
uPOn the saLe Of a PhysiCaL 
therapy practice, a seller who has not 
been through, or is otherwise unfamiliar 
with, the process may believe that upon 
signing the purchase agreement his or her 
involvement in the practice is terminated. 
in the vast majority of sale transactions, 
this is not the case. this article reviews 
a number of mechanisms that a buyer 
frequently uses to assure that a seller has 
enough “skin in the game” to maximize 
the practice’s value and remain motivated 
to assist in a smooth transition of the 
 practice to the buyer.

the most easily understood seller 
retention technique is a seller’s employ-
ment agreement. Generally, a buyer will 
want a seller to remain in an employment 
capacity for some period of time follow-
ing the closing. in this author’s experi-
ence, the typical employment period 
is between 2 and 4 years, although the 
actual employment period is dependent 
upon the specific circumstances of the 
sale. in the event a seller still provides a 
substantial amount of patient care at the 
time of the sale, patient care typically 
remains a substantial portion of the initial 

services provided by a seller following the 
sale. Locking a seller into an employment 
period after the sale assists the buyer in 
maintaining and transferring the seller’s 
goodwill.1 the employment terms in a 
seller’s employment agreement are gener-
ally consistent with those of an employed 
staff physical therapist in that they cover 
salary, benefits, noncompetition, non-
solicitation, and termination. however, 
additional, less common, provisions may 
be connected with a seller’s “earnout,” or 
other similar matters, as discussed below.

as a second seller-retention technique, 
a buyer frequently provides that the 
purchase price paid to the seller is subject 
to adjustment, based upon a defined 
financial metric, such as working capital. 
such an adjustment, in part, incentivizes a 
seller to continue to operate the business 
in the normal course, assures the buyer 
that there is adequate capital available 
to operate the practice after the closing, 
and provides a disincentive for the seller 
to drain cash out of the practice prior to 
the closing. in addition to purchase price 
adjustments at closing, the purchase price 
paid to a seller is often also subject to an 
earnout.2 in the physical therapy indus-
try, the earnout is often tied to a target 
such as ebitDa.3 by way of example, if 
a buyer purchases a practice based upon 
a target ebitDa of $500,000, the buyer 
may propose that the purchase price, 
or a portion of the purchase price, be 
subject to adjustment based upon varia-
tion from the ebitDa target. specifically, 
a buyer may provide for a reduction in the 
purchase price if the ebitDa during the 
12-month period immediately  following 

Keeping the Seller’s “Skin in the game”  
After a practice Sale

by paul J. Welk, pt, JD

LeGAL ImpACt, continued on page 58

paUL�wELK,�pt,�JD,��

is�a�pps�member�and�an�

attorney�with�tucker�

arensberg,�p.C.,�where�

he�frequently�advises�

physical�therapy�private�

practices�in�the�areas�

of�corporate�and�health�

care�law.�questions�and�

comments�can�be�directed�

to�pwelk@tuckerlaw.com�

or�412-594-5536.

Locking a seller into 

an employment period 

after the sale assists the 

buyer in maintaining and 

transferring the seller’s 

goodwill.
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LeGAL ImpACt, continued from page 57

the sale date is below the target amount. 
Conversely, a seller will frequently seek 
to negotiate for an increase in the pur-
chase price if the actual ebitDa amount 
exceeds the ebitDa target during such 
12-month period. utilizing such an 
earnout keeps a seller vested in the finan-
cial performance of the practice after the 
closing of the sale.

a buyer may further incentivize a seller 
to remain vested in the practice by defer-
ring a portion of the purchase price in 
the form of a promissory note. by paying 
a portion of the purchase price to the 
seller over time, the seller has an inter-
est in maintaining the financial viability 
of the practice so that note payments can 
continue to be made. for example, if note 
payments are due to a seller over a 5-year 
period, and the practice fails and files for 
bankruptcy on the second anniversary of 
the sale, it is very unlikely that the seller 
would receive any additional payments 

under the note. as a practical way to 
reduce the risk of nonpayment to a seller, 
the seller may wish to consider whether 
additional entities, such as the parent 
company of a buyer, should be required 
to guarantee the payments due under 
the note. as an additional note-related 
 incentive to keep a seller engaged, a buyer 
will frequently include language in the 

purchase agreement, as well as the note, 
indicating that, should monies be owed 
from the seller to the buyer for any reason 
(for example, as a result of the practice 
failing to meet the ebitDa target), the 
principal amount of the note shall be 
reduced by the amount owed to the buyer. 
again, this motivates a seller to remain 
committed to the financial success of the 
practice following the closing.

finally, a buyer may require that a seller 
maintain a minority ownership interest in 
the practice for a period of time after the 
initial sale. a seller obviously has signifi-
cant incentive to see the practice grow 
and succeed when he or she maintains 
an ownership interest. in such a situa-
tion, a shareholder’s agreement is typi-
cally negotiated between the parties that 
provides for how the seller will be bought 
out of his or her  remaining interest in the 
practice. for example, such a shareholder’s 
agreement will often have put options,4 

Fire your stickmen!

Try Something 
New!
1 (866) 301-3439
info@physiotec.org www.physiotec.ca

 twitter.com/PhysiotecHEP
 facebook.com/PhysiotecHEP

Home Exercises?

A seller obviously has 

significant incentive to 

see the practice grow 

and succeed when he 

or she maintains an 

ownership interest.
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call options,5 tag-along rights,6 and drag-
along rights  7 and describe the effect on 
the seller should the practice itself subse-
quently be sold to another buyer.

the above are a number of techniques 
used by a buyer to keep a seller engaged 
in the practice after the closing such that 
the buyer retains maximum value in the 
practice. from a seller’s perspective, they 
understand that the day the purchase 
agreement is signed is most likely not 
the last time the seller will have a sleep-
less night contemplating the financial 
success of the practice. (a seller obtaining 
maximum value for the practice without 
bearing the risks associated with the above 
retention techniques is generally consid-
ered a significant “win” for the seller.) 
Overall, the specific terms of each particu-
lar transaction are heavily  negotiated, and 
the difference in a few key provisions can 
have a substantial effect on whether the 
seller remains vested in the practice or is 

otherwise free to sail off into the sunset 
without financial ramifications. n

References
1�goodwill�typically�reflects�the�value�of��
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achieving�certain�future�financial�goals.�http://
www.investopedia.com/terms/e/earnout.asp�
(accessed�June�21,�2013).
3�EBItDa�stands�for�“Earnings�before�interest,��
taxes,�depreciation,�and�amoritization�and�is�an�
indicator�of�a�company’s�financial�performance�that�
is�calculated�in�the�following�EBItDa�calculation:�
EBItDa�=�revenue�-�expenses�(excluding�tax,��
interest,�depreciation,�and�amortization).�http://
www.investopedia.com/terms/e/ebitda.asp�
(accessed�June�21,�2013).�
4�put�option:�an�option�contract�giving�the�owner�
the�right,�but�not�the�obligation,�to�sell�a�specified�

amount�on�an�underlying�security�at�a�specified�
price�within�a�specified�time.�this�is�the�opposite�
of�a�call�option,�which�gives�the�holder�the�right�to�
buy�shares.�http://www.investopedia.com/
terms/p/putoption.asp�(accessed�June�19,�2013).
5�Call�option:�an�option�contract�giving�the��
owner�the�right,�but�not�the�obligation,�to�buy��
a�specified�amount�of�an�underlying�security�at�a�
specified�price�within�a�specified�time.�http://
www.investopedia.com/terms/c/call.asp�
(accessed�June�19,�2013).
6�tag-along�rights:�a�contractual�obligation�used�
to�protect�the�minority�shareholder.�If�a�majority�
shareholder�sells�his�or�her�stake,�then�the�
minority�shareholder�has�the�right�to�join�the�
transaction�and�sell�his�or�her�minority�stake�in�
the�company.�also�referred�to�as�“co-sale�rights.”�
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/
tagalongrights.asp�(accessed�June�19,�2013).
7�Drag-along�rights:�a�right�that�enables�a�majority�
shareholder�to�force�a�minority�shareholder�to�join�
the�sale�of�a�company.�the�majority�owner�doing�
the�dragging�must�give�the�minority�shareholder�
the�same�price,�terms,�and�conditions�as�any�other�
seller.�http://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/
dragalongrights.asp�(accessed�June�19,�2013).



“I care a great deal about the 

people I built this company 

with, and I wanted to make sure  

they would be happy.”

Meet Lynn. Like most entrepreneurs, her business was 
like her child. Finding a company whose corporate culture 
matched theirs was the most important variable in her 
search to sell.

With the stress of owning a clinic and handling several 
SNF contracts, a hospital contract plus 19 employees off 
her plate, Lynn is able to move on to the next chapter in 
her life.

Whether it’s a minority interest, joint venture or straight 
buy-out, RehabVisions is flexible with how we approach 
partnerships.

402.334.6023 
www.RehabVisions.com

dlarmore@RehabVisions.com

Call Doug Larmore  
at RehabVisions to  

discuss your exit strategy.
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Hosting a Legislative Open House
by Don Levine, pt, Dpt, FAFS

M A R k E T I N G  /  P R

T
the PubLiC reLatiOns sOCiety Of 
america defines public relations as “a stra-
tegic communication process that builds 
mutually beneficial relationships between 
organizations and their publics.”

the marketing and Pr Committee’s 
monthly calendar provides members with 
ideas to increase the public’s awareness 
of their physical therapy practices and 
the role of physical therapists in general. 
October is national Physical therapy 
month, and blending your monthly public 
relations campaign with a Legislative 
Open house (LOh) is an ideal way to 
teach legislators and the public about the 
role of physical therapy in their commu-
nities and state. the LOh is a means to 
building relationships with those people 
from your community who make impor-
tant decisions about health care, as well as 
business practices. what practice owner 
would not want to take advantage of an 
opportunity like that!?

Let’s review: why would you want to 
host a LOh?

•	 Meet	your	local/state	legislators	who	
make important decisions that affect 
your business. 

•	 Provide	patients	and	community	
members with the opportunity to 

attend an event to discuss issues with 
their elected officials.

•	 Educate	and	promote	the	benefits	of	
physical therapy to your legislators and 
the community.

•	 Gain	exposure	for	your	event	in	your	
local media.

•	 Be	recognized	as	a	health	care	expert	
in your community.

many members have held success-
ful LOhs, and if you know of a practice 
in your community that has, do not be 
afraid to contact them to find out how 
they made it a positive experience. if your 
state has a private practice special inter-
est group, this is another place to gain 
information for your event. remember, 
your legislators are members of your com-
munity. ask your staff and patients if they 
have any relationships with these elected 
officials. Lastly, do not forget your state’s 
lobbyist. he or she will be very valuable 
in assisting you with this event.

now that you have decided to host a 
LOh, here are the nuts and bolts:

Three to Four Weeks Before Your Event

a. Pull out the calendar! set a date and 
time—you will need to schedule about 

three to four weeks out. Choose a 
time when there will be patients in the 
clinic (e.g., 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.). review 
the aPta website for further ideas 
at http://www.apta.org/takeaction/
Practicevisit/.

b. Create list of invitees, including legisla-
tors for the town where your clinic(s) 
is/are located and candidates for your 
state offices. every state should have a 
website that lists all the contact informa-
tion for your legislators. you can search 
for candidate contact details online; 
some will include e-mail addresses or 
telephone numbers, or both.

C. Create and send an invitation with the 
details. try evite.com or facebook, or 
create an invitation that can be both 
e-mailed and mailed.

D. if someone from your staff has a 
relationship with one of the legislators, 
have them make a personal request for 
them to attend your event.

e. be prepared to communicate to your 
legislator the reasons why it is impor-
tant for them to attend this event: note 
how many of their constituents use 
your services.

mArKetING / pr, continued on page 62

Marketing and Public relations Committee Monthly Calendar

Event date Potential Topics Website
National�Depression�and�Mental�Health�screening�Month october Exercise�to�Decrease�Depression www.mentalhealthscreening.org

National�Disability�Employment�awareness�Month october Examples�of�reasonable�accommodations www.dol.gov/

Health�Literacy�Month october Education�on�all�Benefits�of�Exercise

Bone�and�Joint�Health�National�awareness�week october�12-20 arthritis�and�osteoporosis�programs,�pool�therapy

National�physical�therapy�Month october Everything www.apta.org

International�Day�of�older�persons october�1 Concepts�on�How�physical�therapy�Helps�people�
stay�Young�and�active�

http://www.un.org/en/events/
olderpersonsday

world�osteoporosis�Day october�20 osteoporosis�Exercises www.worldosteoporosisday.org

National�philanthropy�Day November�15 Highlight�Your�practice’s�giving www.Nationalphilanthropy�
Day.net
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mArKetING / pr, continued from page 61

– Let them know how many people 
you employ (you are a small busi-
ness owner!).

– Prepare your officials for issues 
you would like to discuss (legisla-
tors generally do not like to be 
“surprised”).

Do not forget to do your own research 
on your legislators’ projects and goals! 
work toward developing mutually benefi-
cial relationships.

Two Weeks Before Your Event

a. re-e-mail and phone all attendees.
b. Create a flyer for the clinic, and educate 

your staff on the open house, com-
municating to patients how the open 
house will give you an opportunity to 
show legislators what physical therapy 
is, plus give your clients an opportu-
nity to meet candidates and officials in 
a relaxed environment.

C. send a media alert to local newspapers.

One Week Before Your Event

a. send reminder e-mails, and call the 
media to make sure they received the 
media alerts.

b. Plan and order refreshments.

At the Event

a. Provide name badges.
b. have a dedicated person to meet and 

greet.
C. On a table, present information profes-

sionally. angela Chasteen, associate 
Director at aPta state advocacy, is an 
excellent resource for material and can 
be reached at angelachasteen@apta.org.

D. have other staff available to give tours 
of the clinic and explain what physical 
therapists do.

e. have at least 1 person who is aware 
of the state issues affecting physical 
therapists.

f. Consider an interactive, memorable 
activity, such as balance screening.

G. take photos to use for your own pro-
motional activities and to send to PPs, 
aPta, and your state chapter, as well 
as your local media.

After the Event

a. send thank you notes to all who 
attended.

b. send a press release to local newspa-
pers (that did not attend the event).

we have hosted LOhs in our clinics in 
rhode island for several years. Developing 
relationships with these individuals has 
allowed us to have a direct say in some of 
the issues that affect our practice. Legisla-
tors are not experts in all areas, and it is 
not unusual for one of our legislators to 
call looking for our advice or opinion on 
a bill that is related to health care. time 
spent developing these relationships is 
time well spent!

One final piece of advice: remember 
that legislators have many constituents, 
and some may be rather fierce competitors 
of physical therapy. when discussing the 
issues, be careful approaching turf battles. 
always take the high road.

we hope that this information motivates 
you to host your own LOh at your prac-
tice. the event is a win-win for all, and 
we look forward to hearing about your 
future success! remember to share your 
stories in the marketing section on the PPs 
message boards. n

Don Levine, PT, DPT, FAFS, is chair of 
the marketing and public relations 
committee and co-owner of Olympic 
Physical Therapy, with five locations in 
Rhode Island. He can be reached at 
dlevine@olympicpt-ri.com.

Meetings Conference Calls
November 5–9, 2013 PPS Annual Conference & Exposition 

New Orleans, LA
Board Meeting
Tuesday 4:00 PM
Board Meeting continues
Wednesday 8:00 AM
General Business Meeting
Thursday 8:00 AM

September 10, 2013

October 8, 2013

December 10, 2013

February 2–6, 2014 CSM
Las Vegas, NV

2013–14 Board of Directors  
Meetings and Conference Calls
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Thank you for becoming a volunteer for your Section! 

Match your interests and strengths with the Section’s volunteer opportunities. We want you to have the 
best volunteer experience possible. Not sure where to apply your talents? We will work with you to 
discover the committee or task force that best suits your interests, skills, and availability.  

 Yes, I want to serve in the Private Practice Section, APTA.  Count me in! 

Name with Credentials      APTA Member #                                          

Years in Practice  Current Practice/Employer                    

Mailing Address             

Work Phone    Cell    Email      

Place an - X - next to the opportunity that interests you. 
Committees/ Work Groups 
 
 Annual Conference Program Work Group – Encourage educational programming submissions, 

review and select PPS Annual Conference educational sessions. Participation on-site required. 
 
 Awards Committee – Facilitate the annual recognition of members who have made exceptional 

contributions to the section and/or the profession. The Dicus Award is our most prestigious award.    
 
 CSM Program Work Group – Encourage educational programming submissions, review and select 

CSM pre-conference and conference education. Participation on-site required. 
 
 Education Committee – Create curriculum for business education as well as identify and develop 

programs for regional courses, blended learning, and publications on key topics.  
 
 Finance Committee – Monitor and review the financial activities of the Section, including budget, 

investments, and asset allocations.  
 
 Government Affairs Committee – Identify legislative priorities and participate in monitoring, 

reviewing legislation and regulatory activities affecting private practice physical therapists. Work with 
the Section’s lobbyist.   

 
 IMPACT Editorial Board – Develop along with the managing and assistant managing editor a 

monthly issue. Contribute and solicit articles as well as develop issue themes. Being creative and 
organized is a plus. 

 
 Marketing/Public Relations Committee – Develop tools and resources to increase consumer 

awareness of physical therapists in private practice and the value of receiving care from a physical 
therapist-owned practice.   

 
 Membership Development Committee – Implement the Section’s membership marketing plan. 

Review and provide member benefit enhancements and grow the membership resource program.  
 
 Payment Policy Committee – Review issues related to payment and take action to support or 

oppose issues that affect private practitioners.  Develop our state level outreach to Section members 
with state payment issue knowledge.  

 Volunteer Form continued on next page ➩

Get involved in the future of the  
PrIVATE PrACTICE SECTIOn
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Send this form to:

private practice Section, 1055 N Fairfax St, Ste 204, Alexandria VA 22314 or
Fax to: 703/299-2411 or email to: privatepracticesection@apta.org

Questions? Contact Danielle at the ppS office 800/517-1167 or by email at: privatepracticesection@apta.org

 
 

 
 
Practice Settings over course of career: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APTA Service Activities: (Chapter, Section, National) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other Professional Service Activities: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other Nonprofessional Service Activities: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other Desired Area of Interest for PPS Volunteer Services: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
List what skills/strengths you offer: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Optional – attach a brief bio or CV  

Please help us learn more about you.
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I
in tODay’s COmPetitive PhysiCaL 
therapy arena, we are often tasked with 
the need to stretch the marketing dollar 
further than we know to be possible. 
this can result in an inability to even 
reach the awareness threshold for the 
consumer audience, preventing them 
from really knowing who we are and 
what we do.

for practices for which this holds true, 
the media is your closest friend, and no 
greater tool is available than the press 
release. Press releases are cheap, easy, and 
can be efficiently rolled out on a regular 
basis. by employing a press release strat-
egy on a monthly (or, at least, regular) 
basis, you will be amazed at how easy the 
process can become, and how creatively 
you can produce content worthy of press 
attention.

follow these tips for ideas on how 
to roll out your monthly press release 
strategy.

•	 Create a media calendar. for the 
next 12-month period, create a list of 
newsworthy items that you can share 
with the media. these may include: 
expansion plans, new employees, 
new service offerings, marketing 
campaigns, seasonal tips for avoiding 
injury, and more.

•	 Make the editor’s job easy. by 
writing your press release with a few 
packaged quotes from you or your 
staff, and including some specifics 
about your announcement, the writer 
or editor who makes the decision 
about newsworthiness will have 
the essential criteria met without 
too much extra work—a MUST 

for gaining the attention of a busy 
 editorial staff.

•	 Cultivate media relationships. 
the press is no different from any 
other important relationship needed 
to grow your practice. the better 
relationship that you have, the easier 
it is to develop the trust and rapport 

necessary to access a press audience. 
networking with media contacts 
should parallel your efforts to network 
with professional referral sources and 
community leaders.

•	 Appeal to the consumer audience. 
remember that in order to reach the 
consumer audience through a press 
channel, you need to demonstrate 
value to readership (or viewership, 
listenership). taking too aggressive a 
stance on self-promotion is a sure-fire 
way to close doors to this important 
audience.

•	 Get mileage out of your  successes. 
too often, practice owners leave 
opportunity on the table once pub-
lished, by assuming their work is 
finished when they see their name in 
print. Getting press mentions is a big 
deal in a local market, and leverag-
ing this into additional mileage by 
posting them in your clinic, sharing 
them on social media, and sending 
announcements to referral sources 
and patients is an opportunity ripe for 
the taking. n

S P R E A D  T H E  W O R D

The Press release as a  
Monthly Occurrence
By�tannus�quatre,�pt,�MBa,�atC,�CsCs

Press releases are cheap, 

easy, and can be efficiently 

rolled out on a regular basis.  

By employing a press release 

strategy on a monthly (or, at 

least, regular) basis, you will 

be amazed at how easy the 

process can become.



Navigate the changes in healthcare with the expertise 
of Nueterra. 

Let Nueterra provide the resources while you enjoy the rewards 
of ownership in a secure partnership.

To learn more about the advantages of partnering with an 
industry leader call (913) 387-0695. 

nueterra.com
pt@nueterra.com
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ADvOCACY, continued on page 68

O
� Follow�your�lobbyist�and��

� pps�legislative�activities�on��

� twitter�—�@therapypolicy.

On may 29, the Obama aDministra-
tion released a final rule1 increasing, from 
20 percent to 30 percent, the maximum 
permissible reward of a health-contingent 
wellness program offered through a group 
health plan.

the regulation, released by the internal 
revenue service (irs) and the depart-
ments of Labor and health and human 
services, also increases the maximum 
allowed reward to 50 percent for wellness 
programs intended to prevent or reduce 
tobacco use. the provisions, authorized by 
the affordable Care act, were intended to 

protect beneficiaries from unfair underwrit-
ing practices that could reduce health ben-
efits based on an individual’s health status.

the final rule (tD 9620, rin 1210–
ab55, Cms-9979-f) includes clarification 
on the reasonable design of health well-
ness programs and the reasonable alterna-
tives they must offer to avoid prohibited 
discrimination.

the agencies anticipate issuing further 
guidance on wellness programs, either 
in the form of subregulatory guidance, 
such as frequently asked questions-and-
answers, or possibly proposing tweaks to 
the final rule if necessary. the final rule 
is effective for plan years beginning on or 
after January 1, 2014.

the final regulation divides wellness 
programs into two categories: “participa-
tory wellness programs,” which make up 

A D V O C A C y  I N  A C T I O N

JEroME�CoNNoLLY,��

pt,�CaE,�is�a�registered�

federal�lobbyist�whose�

firm�Connolly�strategies�&�

Initiatives�has�been�retained�

by�pps.�a�physical�therapist�

by�training,�he�is�a�former�

private�practitioner�who�

throughout�his�career�has�

served�in�leadership�of�pps�

and�apta.�Connolly�also�

served�as�apta’s�senior�vice�

president�for�health�policy�

from�1995�to�2001.

Final rule on employer Wellness  
incentives issued

by Jerome Connolly, pt, CAe

See sidebar on page 65 for a sampling of 
studies and reports related to the effective
ness of prevention and wellness programs.

Reasonable
Alternative

• MD may prescribe
• Not medically advisable

Activity-based
Do something
e.g., walking

Outcome-based
Achieve something

e.g., lower cholesterol

Participatory Programs
• Available to all
• No reward
• No conditions
 (secondary to health) 

Health Contingent Programs
• Satisfy a standard related to health factor
• Reward
• Requirements
• Frequency of opportunity to qualify
• Size of reward
• Uniform availability
• Notice of other means of qualifying

Wellness Incentive Programs Under the Affordable Care Act

Wellness Programs
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ADvOCACY, continued from page 67

the majority of wellness programs, and 
“health-contingent wellness programs.”

Participatory wellness programs are 
defined in the final rule as programs avail-
able to all similarly situated individuals 
that either do not provide a reward or do 
not include any conditions for obtaining 
a reward based on an individual satisfy-
ing a standard that is related to a health 
factor. in this example, all workers are 
eligible for the benefit simply by partici-
pating in something, such as filling out 
a health quiz or taking a wellness class. 
the final rule states that participatory 
wellness programs are permitted under 
the nondiscrimination rules of the health 
insurance Portability and accountability 
act, provided they are available to all 
“similarly situated individuals outside of 
health status.”

the final rule defines health-contingent 
wellness programs as programs requiring 

an individual to “satisfy a standard related 
to a health factor to obtain a reward.” 
the final rule lists five requirements that 
health-contingent wellness programs must 
meet: frequency of opportunity to qualify, 
size of reward, uniform availability, rea-
sonable design, and notice of other means 
for qualifying for the reward.

the departments further clarify these 
requirements by creating two subcatego-
ries of health-contingent wellness pro-
grams: activity-based and outcome-based. 
an activity-based program might be a 
walking program. but outcome-based 
generally means workers must achieve 
some kind of health-related goal, such as 
lowering cholesterol.

if an employer offers either of these 
two health-contingent wellness programs, 
they must offer a reasonable alternative 
standard that has to be made available 
to everybody, regardless of their health 

status, who does not meet the biometric 
test, or the other outcome-based initial 
standards.

this is intended to ensure that out-
come-based programs are more than mere 
rewards in return for results in biometric 
screenings or responses to a health risk 
assessment and are instead part of a larger 
wellness program designed to promote 
health and prevent disease, thus ensuring 
that the program is not a subterfuge for 
discriminating or underwriting based on a 
health factor.

the final regulation provided consid-
erable guidance on what constitutes a 
reasonable alternative standard. it even 
described when individuals may have 
their doctors prescribe a reasonable 
alternative program and when  employers 

ADvOCACY, continued on page 70

National Physical Therapy Month 2013—
Celebrates Fitness After 50!

To commemorate National Physical Therapy Month (NPTM) this October, 
APTA will recognize the "Top 10 Fittest Baby Boomer Cities in America" 
with our media partner, Huff/Post50. 

Learn how you can participate in this exciting initiative by visiting www.apta.org/NPTM and 
downloading the NPTM 2013 Event Planning Guide — your 1-stop event planning resource featuring:

•   Apparel and specialty items

•  Bookmarks

•  Event ideas 

•  Logos

•  Proclamations

•  Poster

•  Press Release

•  Stickers – NEW!

•  Web Buttons …and much more!

Help baby boomers in your community stay active and fi t and prevent injury.
And, encourage your city to be a “fi t city” for people age 50+! 

Direct your colleagues, friends, family, and patients to www.MoveForwardPT.com 
and encourage them to follow us on Twitter (@MoveForwardPT) and become a fan 
on Facebook (/MoveForwardPT). 
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uSPSTF recommends Alcohol Abuse Screening—�
the�U.s.�preventive�services�task�Force�recommends�
that�doctors�screen�all�adults�for�the�spectrum�of�
alcohol�problems,�from�“risky”�alcohol�use�to�depen-
dence,�and�provide�counseling�to�such�patients.�the�
final�recommendations�were�published�in�the�Annals 
of Internal Medicine.a

Twenty Percent of u.S. Adults Get recommended 
Amount of Exercise—a�Centers�for�Disease�Control�
and�prevention�study�revealed�that�just�20�percent�of�
more�than�450,000�adults�met�federal�guidelines�for�
both�muscle-strengthening�activity�and�aerobic�exer-
cise.�Men�and�younger�adults�were�more�likely�to�meet�
the�fitness�recommendations�than�women�and�older�
adults,�researchers�wrote�in�the�Morbidity and Mortal
ity Weekly Report.b

Michigan Employers use Wellness, Consumer-
driven health Plans to Keep Costs in Check—More�
emphasis�on�consumer-driven�health�plans�and�well-
ness�programs�helped�keep�cost�increases�for�health�
insurance�at�southeast�Michigan�companies�to�4�
percent�this�year,�the�lowest�growth�in�a�decade,�
according�to�survey�data�from�Mcgraw�wentworth’s�
southeast�Michigan�Mid-Market�group�Benefits�survey.�
Data�showed�20�percent�of�employers�had�a�complete�
wellness�program�in�place,�while�80�percent�had�some�
wellness�initiatives.c

being Positive Improves Work Environment, Study 
Finds—Expressing�positivity�at�work�helped�employ-
ees�meet�goals�in�interacting�with�colleagues�as�well�
as�superiors,�a�swiss�study�in�the�journal�Frontiers 
in  Emotional Science�showed.�“all�in�all,�in�terms�of�
achieving�one’s�goals,�it�seems�to�pay�off�to�express�
positive�emotions�when�interacting�with�superiors,”�
researchers�said.d

Meditation at Work May help relieve Chronic 
Stress—research�indicates�that�meditation�may�relieve�
stress,�and�corporate�workers�may�want�to�consider�
taking�up�the�practice�to�address�their�own�mental�
health�at�work.�reasons�to�consider�meditation�include�
reduced�stress,�improved�sleep,�increased�focus,�greater�
self-awareness,�and�a�more�positive�attitude.e

university Survey data Show Wellness Program 
Challenges—surveys�that�included�ohio�state�

�University�staff�and�more�than�90�U.s.�academic�
institutions�showed�wellness�programs�can�improve�
employee�health�but�may�be�hampered�by�a�lack�of�
workplace�flexibility�and�a�perception�that�leaders�
do�not�support�the�efforts.�the�survey�data�found�
other�issues�affecting�wellness�participation�include�a�
lack�of�a�corporate�wellness�culture,�communication�
about�offerings,�convenient�locations,�and�access�to�
resources.f

Wellness Programs Take Time to Show results, 
Experts Say—wellness�program�incentives�and�penal-
ties�are�popular�but�outcomes�data�are�mixed.�Bruce�
Elliott�of�the�society�for�Human�resource�Manage-
ment�says�companies�need�to�give�initiatives�at�least�
a�few�years�to�show�success.�smoking-cessation�and�
employee�vaccination�programs�are�easy�ways�to�
improve�health�and�lower�costs,�but�Elliott�says�it�still�
takes�three�to�five�years�for�smoking-cessation�pro-
grams�to�show�results.g

Wellness Penalties Gain Popularity, Employer 
 Survey Shows—a�survey�of�94�employers�by�the�
Midwest�Business�group�on�Health�found�more�than�
37�percent�are�using�wellness�rewards,�along�with�penal-
ties�for�not�participating.�the�survey�showed�more�than�
28�percent�plan�to�link�wellness�rewards�to�employees’�
progress�in�meeting�health�outcomes.h
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Wellness Works
A sampling of studies and reports related to the effectiveness of prevention and wellness programs.
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ADvOCACY, continued from page 68

can require evidence from employees 
“that it is not medically advisable for them 
to participate” in an employer’s standard 
wellness program. for example, a require-
ment for employees to participate in a 
smoking cessation program is a reason-
able alternative program. the employees 
do not necessarily have to be successful 
in quitting smoking. Likewise, outcome-
based wellness programs cannot require 
individuals to achieve a certain body mass 
index. they can just be required to par-
ticipate in whatever they can do.

alternatives to achieving the financial 
reward must also be offered to those 
workers who cannot participate because 
it would be “unreasonably difficult” to do 
so. someone who could not do a running 
program, for example, might be offered a 
walking program instead. a worker who 
could not walk must be offered some 
other option to qualify for the reward.

for outcome-based programs, all 
workers who initially fail to meet the goal 
must be offered an alternative way to get 
the reward to “ensure that the program 
is reasonably designed to improve health 
and is not a subterfuge for reducing ben-
efits based on health status.”

workers can also ask their doctors to 
help their employers design an alterna-
tive goal more appropriate to their health 
status.

the rules say the administration aims to 
ensure that “every individual participating 
in the program should be able to receive 
the full amount of any reward or incen-
tive, regardless of any health factor.” they 
also give employers broad leeway, stating 
that the programs must simply have a 
“reasonable chance” of improving health.

the three departments also released a 
report 2 to Congress on wellness programs 
as required by Public health service act 
section 2705(m)(1). the study was exam-
ined for the final rule’s economic analysis.

the study, “workplace wellness Pro-
grams study,” which was done in collabo-
ration with ranD Corp, found that about 
half of employers in the united states 
offer wellness incentives to  employees, 

with larger employers more likely to offer 
a wider range of wellness options. in addi-
tion, it found that 75 percent of employ-
ees working in a company of 50 or more 
employees are offered wellness incentives 
by their employer.

according to the study, most employers 
who offer workplace wellness programs 
regard them as a viable strategy to contain 
health care costs. a review of the litera-
ture identified randomized controlled 
trials that found workplace wellness pro-
grams did result in significant decreases 
in health care costs, including a savings 
in medical costs ranging from $11 to $626 
per year. the employer survey found that 
60 percent of employers offering a well-
ness program stated that their programs 
reduced health care costs, and around 
four-fifths reported that they decreased 
absenteeism and increased productivity.

wellness programs can have a big effect 
on workers’ and employers’ pocket-
books.3 workers who participate could 
qualify for hundreds, even thousands of 
dollars’ worth of premium or deductible 
discounts. those who do not participate 
would pay much more toward their own 
coverage, thus lowering employers’ costs.

Proponents say wellness programs 
encourage people to make healthier 
choices and could slow health care costs 
related to obesity, high blood pressure, 
and diabetes. however, the ranD analysis 
notwithstanding, other studies looking at 
whether such programs save money and 

change long-term behavior—or simply 
shift more of the cost of health insurance 
to workers—have produced mixed results.

a survey of 800 large and mid-sized 
employers released in march by consult-
ing firm aon hewitt found that 83 percent 
offered employees some incentive for 
participating in such programs. while 
employers have embraced such programs 
for years, the federal health law increased 
the amount that workers can be rewarded 
or penalized and gave the Obama admin-
istration a way to refine the rules govern-
ing these programs.

the final wellness rule did not address 
the tax treatment of wellness incentives 
because that was not the purpose of 
the regulation, according to the irs. if 
employers comply with the regulations, 
their tax treatment is unaffected. irs 
officials also clarified that certain “incen-
tive rewards” offered through wellness 
programs could be considered benefit 
payments. for example, cash paid to 
employees to cover a portion of their gym 
fees is not medical care, which means that 
it would be taxable.

in other wellness news, a bipartisan 
bill in the house of representatives (hr 
2179), the Physical activity Guidelines for 
americans act, calls on the Department 
of health and human services to create 
exercise guidelines for all americans, 
based on scientific and medical knowl-
edge, and update them every 10 years to 
promote healthy habits. the guidelines 
would include exercise recommendations 
for specific groups, such as children. the 
bill was introduced along with the fit 
kids act (hr 2178/s.1033), which would 
provide grant funding for school physical 
education and nutrition programs. n
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D I C U S  P R O F I L E

P
Peter J. LOrD wOn the PrestiGiOus 
Dicus award in 1989. with his charis-
matic personality and speaking ability, 
his acceptance speech at the awards 
ceremony is remembered to this day as 
one of the most dynamic ever given. his 
interest in physical therapy began during 
his teenage years working summers 
as a counselor at a children’s camp in 
alabama. while there, he developed a 
program for disabled children. Peter went 
on to receive a scholarship to attend the 
university of florida and graduated in the 
first physical therapy class with a bachelor 
of science degree.

Lord’s professional contributions have 
been many. he began his career and 
continued for 28 years as the owner-
administrator of Physical therapy and 
rehabilitation Center in Lake City, florida. 
this center was the first certified rehabili-
tation agency in the united states, with 
hospital, nursing home, and home health 
contracts for physical therapy, speech, 
and occupational therapy. along the way, 
he was active in political action on both 
the state and national levels and held 
positions in the private practice section 
(including vice president, legislative chair-
man, fundraising campaign chairman, 
nominating committee, and recruitment 
chairman), and the national association of 
rehabilitation agencies.

Concurrently, Lord owned a consulting 
company specializing in the develop-
ment of private practices, working with 
more than 200 practices in 25 states. he 
continually pursued further education, 
including specialized training in ortho-
pedics, manual therapy, sports medicine, 
neurology, geriatrics, and nutrition. 
in 1988, Lord earned a PhD in busi-
ness administration. subsequently, Lord 
served as director of development for 
several companies, as well as provid-
ing merger and acquisition consulting 
services. along the way, he was awarded 
alumnus of the year from university of 
florida, as well as the barbara white 
Lecture award from the university of 
florida. Lord also served as president of 
the Chamber of Commerce in Lake City, 
florida.

when considering his most significant 
contributions to our profession, Lord 
points to his years of advocacy and politi-
cal action, helping many private practices 
start and grow, and his publications with 
ben Johnston that helped those therapists 
successfully venture into private practice. 
he also notes developing, mentoring, 
and teaching Pathways to Excellence, 
a personal and professional develop-
ment program he created while serving 
as director of development for brooks 
health system.

two mentors who influenced Lord were 
noted author and educator Dr. hans selye, 
and his former business partner and fellow 
Dicus award winner, ben Johnston, Pt. 
Dr. selye was a pioneer in stress research 
and management, and the author of the 
well-known book, Stress Without Distress. 
Lord served on Dr. selye’s faculty for many 
of his physician training courses. in the 
physical therapy profession, Johnston was 
a mentor and business partner who co-
authored four practice management texts 
with Lord: Steps to Take (1981), Financial 
Planning (1982), Planning and Organiza-
tion (1982), and Administration (1983).

in terms of overcoming challenges, Lord 
denotes gaining recognition for the field 
of physical therapy on local and national 
levels, and balancing work and family as 
the two greatest challenges during his 
career. Lord is proud of the recognition 
that physical therapy has achieved and of 
his three children and their accomplish-
ments, who all have careers in health care. 
his son is an orthopedic surgeon, his 
daughter a physical therapist assistant who 
owns a rehabilitation company dedicated 
to helping patients who have lost driving 
privileges due to a variety of health chal-
lenges, and his youngest is an emergency 
medical technician and aspiring physician 
assistant who will graduate this year from 
the university of alabama.

profiles in Leadership
Peter J. Lord

by Wade baskin, pt, Dpt, rrt

In terms of overcoming challenges, Lord denotes gaining recognition for the field of  

physical therapy on local and national levels, and balancing work and family  

as the two greatest challenges during his career.
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as far as his outlook on our profes-
sion, Lord remains an optimist and calls 
the state and direction of the profession 
“excellent and exciting.” he remains confi-
dent that our profession, and emphasis as 
an association, is where it needs to be and 
will thrive, even when dealing with the 
changes due to Obamacare.

always on the move and on the 
forefront of the profession, Lord remains 
actively involved in home health care in 
the Jacksonville, florida area. he now 
specializes in orienting physicians and 
patients to the Tibion, a sophisticated 
computer-driven “bionic” training device 
that helps patients recover and learn/
relearn essential movement, including 
walking, by increasing neuroplasticity in 
the brain. a licensed captain with years 
of experience sailing in the bahamas, he 
can be found in his spare time enjoying 
the outdoors in florida, or in his mountain 
home in Colorado, his favorite retreat for 
mental and physical recharging.

when giving advice to those who also 
want to make a positive difference in 
our profession, Lord remains true to his 
Dicus award acceptance speech, where he 
gifted each member of the audience with 
a scroll that included a copy of his Tenets 
for Success. he states, “Go for it! Dedicate 
yourself to making a difference in some 
way, whether through political action, 
advocacy, or avenues of your choice. but 
don’t rest on your laurels. all the things 
you did to get you where you are today 
won’t keep you there tomorrow.” n

Wade Baskin, PT, DPT, RRT, is a member 
of the PPS Awards Committee and 
executive director of GT Physical Therapy 
in Louisville, Michigan. He can be reached 
at wadebaskin@mac.com.

Tenets for Success

aLL�oF�Us�HaVE�DIFFErENt�taLENts,�DIFFErENt�FaCULtIEs.�

I�will�be�myself.�I�will�be�humble,�but�I�will�not�hide�my�talents.�to�

be�what�I�am�and�to�become�what�I�am�capable�of�becoming�is�one�

secret�to�a�happy�life.

Life�is�a�game�of�few�players�and�many�spectators.�the�more�I�

hustle�the�more�I�can�achieve.�If�I�am�silent,�I�may�be�forgotten,�if�

I�do�not�advance,�I�may�fall�back.�I�know�that�I�must�act�or�be�acted�

upon.�when�I�win,�the�fruits�of�victory�are�mine,�and�when�I�am�

defeated,�I�have�learned�valuable�lessons�that�may�turn�the�tide�

for�tomorrow.

I�will�meet�the�challenge�of�the�day�with�enthusiasm.�I�will�know�

that�everything�that�is�between�today�and�the�end�of�my�life�will�be�

marked�by�some�uncertainty.�I�will�examine�my�doubts�and�move�

ahead,�knowing�that�with�gusto�and�a�positive�attitude�I�can�achieve�

my�goals.

No�ship�ever�lifted�anchor�and�set�sail�without�a�destination.�

I�know�that�I�must�make�plans�and�establish�authority�in�order�to�

rise�above�mediocrity.�I�will�chart�the�course�of�my�life�carefully,�

adjusting�to�the�winds�of�change�and�challenge�as�they�come,�but�

always�steering�my�ship�toward�my�destination.

as�Kahlil�gibran�said�in�The Prophet,�“Let�the�best�be�for�your�

friend—If�he�must�know�the�ebb�of�your�tide,�let�him�know�its�

flood�also.”�I�will�remember�and�cherish�the�value�of�family�and�

friends.�I�acknowledge�my�own�human�frailty�and�treat�my�peers�as�

my�brothers.�I�understand�the�secret�of�correcting�the�attitude�of�

�others�is�to�correct�my�own.

I�have�heard�my�calling.�I�am�blessed�with�special�skills�that�are�

mine�alone.�I�will�use�them�wisely�and�forget�about�wearing�

�another’s�hat.�I�will�do�the�very�best�I�can,�and�I�will�know,�in�my�

heart�and�soul,�that�I�am�a�success.

� peter�J.�Lord,�pt,�phD
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Dear�pps�Colleagues,

posted�for�your�consideration�is�the�slate�of�candidates�unanimously�selected�and�approved�by�the�
Nominating�Committee�to�serve�on�the�pps�Board�of�Directors�and�Nominating�Committee.�after�a�careful�
review�of�their�biographies,�we�believe�the�individuals�slated�possess�the�background,�talent,�and�character�
needed�to�achieve�the�goals�established�in�the�pps�strategic�plan�and�to�carry�out�the�mission�of�the�section.

Voting�will�take�place�at�the�pps�booth�during�the�2013�annual�Conference�in�New�orleans,�Louisiana,�
beginning�on�thursday,�November�7,�at�12:00�noon�and�ending�on�Friday,�November�8,�at�3:00�pm.��

Members�who�are�unable�to�attend�the�annual�Conference�are�encouraged�to�request,�in writing,�an�absentee�
ballot.�written�requests�may�be�sent�via�email�to�ppselections@letsmeet.net�or�by�fax�to�877-332-5186.�

to�be�counted,�absentee�ballots�must be received by October 23, 2013�(14�days�prior�to�the�section�annual�
Conference;�ref:�Bylaws,�article�x).��

all�elected�nominees�will�assume�their�offices�on�saturday,�November�9,�at�the�Closing�general�session.�Voting�
is�an�important�membership�benefit,�and�we�urge�you�to�participate�in�this�election.

respectfully�yours,

2013 nominating Committee 
Chuck�Felder,�pt,�sCs,�MBa,�Chair�

Ed�ramsey,�pt,�Dpt�
Marc�rubenstein,�pt,�Dpt,�oCs

SlAtE oF CANDiDAtES 2013

director��
(choose�two)

nominating Committee��
(choose�one)

brian boyle, pt, Dpt  
Farmington, UT

Sandra Norby, pt (incumbent) 
Le Mars, IA

C. Jason richardson, pt, Dpt, OCS 
Franklin, TN

Amanda Somers, pt, Dpt 
Greer, SC

Nitin Chhoda, pt, Dpt, CSCS 
Denville, NJ 

peter Kluba, pt, Dpt 
Shelby Township, MI 

Shamsah Shidi, pt, Dpt, mHS, mbA 
Clearwater, FL

Candidate bios and statements follow on pages 75–81, and at www.ppsapta.org.

notice of nomination:  
2013 Election

PRIVATE PRACTICE SECTION

www.ppsapta.org
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2013  
PPS Election
Candidate’s 
Statement

brian boyle, PT, dPT 
2013 Candidate – director

tHErE�Is�aN�oLD�saYINg�tHat�goEs,�“I�MaY�Not�BE�aBLE�to�tELL�YoU�How�to�
do�it�right,�but�I�can�sure�tell�you�about�99�ways�that�won’t�work.”�this�comes�only�
from�experience�and�learning�from�past�failures.�I�have�both�prior�experience�and�past�
failures�and�believe�I�have�acquired�a�knowledge�base�that�will�serve�me�well�if�elected�
to�the�pps�Board�of�Directors.

In�2004,�I�was�fortunate�enough�to�have�the�opportunity�to�open�an�outpatient�
physical�therapy�clinic�in�gastonia,�North�Carolina.�a�few�years�later,�I�became�a�
partner�in�another�outpatient�physical�therapy�clinic�as�well.�Between�the�2�compa-
nies,�we�had�4�locations�in�North�and�south�Carolina.�In�october�of�2012�and�after�8�
years�of�operation,�while�feeling�the�pressure�from�a�consolidating�health�care�market,�
we�made�the�difficult�decision�to�close�the�doors�on�all�of�the�offices.�I�am�happy�
to�say�that�I�landed�on�my�feet�and�am�currently�a�Clinic�Director�for�Mountain�Land�
rehabilitation�and�physical�therapy�in�Layton,�Utah.�In�this�outpatient�office,�I�manage�
day-to-day�operations�while�seeing�patients;�I�also�perform�budget�and�financial�analy-
sis�and�assist�with�human�resources,�business�development,�marketing,�and�relationship�
building�in�the�community.

over�the�past�15�years�in�practice,�I�have�served�in�many�leadership�roles�at�the�
local,�state,�and�national�levels,�which�I�also�believe�have�made�me�a�qualified�candi-
date�for�the�pps�Board�of�Directors.�while�in�North�Carolina,�I�served�as�the�North�
Carolina�physical�therapy�association�private�practice�special�Interest�group�Chair-
person;�I�was�the�Chairman�of�the�gaston�County�Healthcare�Commission;�and�I�was�
a�Board�Member�and�Chair-Elect�(I�had�to�resign�when�I�moved�to�Utah)�for�gaston�
together,�a�nonprofit�organization�with�the�charge�to�fill�resource�gaps�in�the�local�
community.�I�was�also�an�elected�member�of�the�pps�Nominating�Committee.�In�this�
role,�I�was�directly�responsible�for�slating�candidates�for�the�very�position�I�am�cur-
rently�running�for,�and�my�expanded�duties�included�assisting�with�leadership�devel-
opment�and�developing�new�and�innovative�ways�to�deliver�information�to�section�
members�regarding�elections�and�opportunities�to�serve.

I�have�a�strong�desire�to�serve�this�section�and�to�assist�with�leading�pps�into�the�
next�chapter�in�health�care.�Change�is�occurring�daily�not�only�in�how�we�deliver�care,�
but�also�how�we�get�paid�for�that�care.�I�believe�it�will�be�of�the�utmost�importance�
for�pps�to�continue�to�lead�the�way�in�payment�policy�and�alternative�payment�system�
models.�pps�will�need�to�continue�to�work�directly�with�apta�and�other�organizations�
to�refine�and�develop�this�new�payment�system.�pps�also�needs�to�continue�to�advo-
cate�for�the�reversal�of�the�multiple�procedure�payment�reduction�and�the�reversal�of�
the�therapy�cap.�through�continued�legislative�efforts,�pps�will�need�to�demonstrate�
the�effectiveness�and�the�value�of�the�physical�therapy�profession�as�a�solution�to�
excess�health�care�spending�rather�than�being�seen�as�part�of�the�problem.�pps�also�
needs�to�continue�to�foster�and�develop�relationships�with�insurance�providers,�and�
continue�to�partner�to�form�strategic�alliances�with�other�health�care�providers�and�
those�in�unrelated�industries�serving�the�same�potential�clients�in�a�preventative�
model.�and�last�but�not�least,�pps�will�need�to�assist�section�members�with�develop-
ing�a�plan�to�manage�consolidation�occurring�in�the�physical�therapy�marketplace�and�
take�the�lead�in�redefining�physical�therapy�private�practice�through�nonmainstream�
avenues�such�as�telehealth�and�virtual�health�platforms�over�the�Internet�and�on�
mobile�devices.� n
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2013  
PPS Election

Candidate’s 
Statement

Sandra norby, PT 
2013 Candidate – director (Incumbent)

It�Is�MY�HoNor�to�BE�NoMINatED�For�DIrECtor.�IN�orDEr�For�YoU�to�
know�me,�let�me�tell�you�about�myself.�I�have�been�a�physical�therapist�for�23�years.�
My�journey�to�practice�ownership�is�quite�interesting�and�as�I�reflect�on�each�pit�stop,�
I�understand�their�purpose�in�shaping�me�into�who�I�am�today.�I�own�Hometown�physi-
cal�therapy.�this�LLC�was�formed�by�my�husband,�Kim,�and�I,�as�a�practice�manage-
ment�model�to�mentor�and�facilitate�physical�therapists�(pts)�to�grow�as�clinicians�and�
become�practice�owners�as�desired.�LeMars�physical�therapy�opened�in�2006.�In�2008�
and�2011,�we�opened�clinics�with�partners�Monica�aalbers�and�tyann�Beenken,�respec-
tively.�our�fourth�clinic�opened�July�1,�2013.�a�goal�of�mine�with�practice�ownership�
was�to�be�able�to�step�away�from�my�clinical�practice�and�focus�on�my�passion�of�busi-
ness�management�and�to�do�volunteer�work�for�our�association.�with�the�awesome�
staff�and�partners�that�I�have,�this�goal�has�been�realized.�However,�my�faithful�chronic�
pain�patients�and�the�need�for�me�to�cover�vacations�and�maternity�leaves�have�kept�
my�clinical�skills�sharp.�I�am�one�of�those�people�who�enjoys�the�business�(because�of�
my�gut�desire�for�process�management)�and�political�(because�of�insanity)�aspects�of�
our�profession.

I�have�been�one�of�your�Directors�for�the�past�3�years.�If�you�ask�my�fellow�board�
members�on�how�I�represented�you,�I�believe�this�is�what�they�would�say.�sandy�is�
tenacious.�she�voices�her�opinions,�yet�is�reasonable�and�listens�to�others�in�order�to�
make�decisions�that�are�best�for�the�members.�sandy�is�a�voice�for�the�members.�she�
loves�to�meet�people�and�find�out�about�them�and�what�they�need�from�the�section.�
sandy�is�busting�with�positivity�about�our�future�and�voices�concerns�when�she�feels�
we�are�moving�too�slowly�to�meet�your�needs.

I�serve�on�apta’s�public�policy�and�advocacy�committee�and�have�developed�work-
ing�relationships�with�the�Board�of�Directors�and�staff�of�apta.�through�these�rela-
tionships,�I�have�been�able�to�bring�the�needs�of�our�members�forward�to�our�parent�
organization�in�a�positive�manner�without�compromising�on�pps�Mission�and�Vision.�I�
am�also�a�delegate�for�the�Iowa�Chapter�and�past�member�and�chair�of�the�Iowa�pay-
ment�policy�Committee�and�pps�payment�policy�Committee.

I�was�asked�to�identify�the�most�critical�issues�for�pps�to�address�in�the�next�3�years.�
there�are�many�in�my�opinion�and�several�hold�the�same�weight�in�my�mind.�Let�me�
venture�to�a�few�issues�that�I�feel�are�critical�that�will�enhance�the�major�issues�of�pay-
ment;�access�to�care;�and�recognition.

Locum�tenens:�It�is�imperative�that�pts�be�allowed�to�utilize�the�Locum�tenens�for�
patient�care�coverage�during�their�absence.�I’d�love�to�share�with�you�my�“story”�of�
covering�a�maternity�leave�for�my�partner�in�a�clinic�146�miles�from�my�home.

Health�Information�technology�(It):�It�is�crucial�that�pts�in�private�practice�(ptpps)�
be�aware�of�the�quickly�emerging�world�of�health�It�and�what�their�state/regional�
e-Health�Initiatives�are�doing�and�how�impactful�participation�in�the�Health�Informa-
tion�Network�could�be�for�their�practice.

Networking:�Networking�is�building�relationships.�through�the�formation�of�the�pps�
special�Interest�groups�(sIgs)�and�the�support�for�networking�between�the�section,�
chapter,�and�private�sIgs,�ptpps�will�be�able�to�move�more�quickly�on�issues�affecting�
them�on�a�local�venue�by�sharing�success�and�failures.

thank�you�for�considering�me�for�Director�of�pps.� n
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C. Jason richardson, PT, dPT, OCS 
2013 Candidate – director

MY�pHYsICaL�tHErapY�CarEEr�BEgaN�worKINg�For�a�proMINENt�pHYsICIaN-
owned�physical�therapy�clinic,�followed�by�a�few�years�as�a�director�with�a�large�
corporate-run�medical�group.�Both�experiences�ultimately�fueled�my�passion�for�
private�practice�and�motivated�my�physical�therapy�advocacy�at�the�state�and�federal�
levels.�It�was�through�those�early�employment�experiences�that�I�recognized�that�
“built-in”�referrals�undermine�a�therapist’s�motive�for�delivering�clinical�excellence�and�
inhibit�innovation�within�our�profession.�Under�these�arrangements,�patient�choice�is�
eliminated�by�the�halo�effect�of�the�physician-patient�relationship.�patient�choice�is�
then�not�based�on�which�physical�therapist�delivers�the�best�outcomes�or�service,�but�
rather�based�on�practice�affiliation,�or�physician�affiliation.

Currently,�I�am�the�senior�Vice�president�of�Clinical�operations�for�results�phys-
iotherapy,�a�physical�therapist–owned�private�practice�serving�43�communities�in�6�
states.�I�started�with�results�in�2002,�when�we�had�6�clinics,�and�now�oversee�the�
execution�of�our�company’s�mission�and�our�clinical�team�of�130+�physical�therapists.�
In�addition�to�my�role�with�results,�I�also�have�business�interests�in�a�physical�therapy�
consulting�firm�and�a�physical�medicine�continuing�education�institute.

at�results,�our�executive�team�has�worked�hard�to�refine�our�operational�systems�
while�consciously�developing�a�service-oriented�company�culture�and�a�clinical�prod-
uct�that�is�evidence-based�and�outcome�focused.�our�culture�and�company�brand�
have�helped�fuel�our�organic�growth�and�fortify�our�loyal�physician�and�community�
relations.�we�have�deliberately�reached�out�to�the�public�and�currently�service�more�
than�15%�direct�access.�Consequently,�these�actions�have�led�to�constructive�dialogue�
with�third-party�payers,�employer�groups,�and�integrated�care�models.

the�health�care�environment�is�rapidly�evolving�and�will�create�many�opportunities�
and�threats�for�private�practitioners.�the�most�pressing�issues�for�pps�members�include:

Well-Integrated hospital Systems or hospital-Owned Physical Therapy 
Services�(Hopts)�are�our�biggest�threat.�Integrated�hospital�systems�will�narrow�their�
referral�networks�and�leverage�new�informatics�technology�to�ensure�patient�refer-
rals�stay�in-house.�they�will�further�invest�in�collaborative�care�entities�(accountable�
care�organizations,�independent�physician�associations,�and�patient-centered�medical�
homes)�that�will�facilitate�further�pressures�to�contain�care�within�these�silos.�physi-
cal�therapists�in�private�practice�(ptpps)�must�demonstrate�their�value,�exploit�their�
unique�market�strengths,�and�leverage�patient�choice�to�remain�relevant.�Direct�access�
is�a�huge�counter-strategy,�as�patient�choice�will�always�remain�an�option.

declining reimbursement/reimbursement disparities.�ptpps�must�be�privy�
to�new�remuneration�models,�be�willing�to�accept�some�risks,�and�be�prepared�to�
illustrate�through�data�their�value�to�payers,�employers,�and�other�unique�care�delivery�
models�to�prove�a�return�on�their�physical�therapy�spends.

direct Access to a Physical Therapist.�patients�will�continue�to�demand�choice�
with�their�health�care.�treatment�evidence�and�costs�will�become�more�and�more�trans-
parent�to�assist�with�these�patient�decisions.�the�great�equalizer�of�all�future�threats�to�
ptpps�is�direct�access!�removing�referral�barriers�(state�and�federal)�to�a�physical�thera-
pist�should�be�a�top�priority.�Creating�a�“tipping�point”�for�meaningful�public�option�of�
physical�therapy�can�only�be�achieved�when�the�public�can�access�our�services�directly.�
the�biggest�influence�in�politics�and�regulatory�policy�is�public�demand.

I�am�honored�to�be�slated�for�Director�on�the�pps�Board.�I�am�excited�for�our�pro-
fession’s�future�and�am�passionate�about�confronting�legislative,�policy,�and�regulatory�
barriers�that�threaten�our�ability�to�service�our�patients.�My�experiences�provide�me�
with�a�unique�understanding�and�leadership�that�would�complement�the�existing�pps�
leadership�in�executing�the�mission�of�the�section.�I�ask�for�your�vote.� n
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Amanda Somers, PT, dPT 
2013 Candidate – director (Incumbent)

I�aM�Dr.�aMaNDa�soMErs,�pt,�aND�I�aM�asKINg�For�YoUr�VotE�to�CoNtINUE�
another�term�as�a�Board�Director�for�pps.�over�the�past�3�years,�I�have�had�the�oppor-
tunity�to�meet�many�of�you�and�work�with�you�to�advance�the�mission�of�pps.�For�
those�of�you�I�have�not�had�the�opportunity�to�meet,�let�me�give�you�a�little�of�my�
background.

I�graduated�from�the�Medical�University�of�south�Carolina�in�1993�and�completed�
my�Doctorate�in�2010�through�Evidence�in�Motion.�I�treat�patients�part�time�in�my�
11-year-old�practice�in�addition�to�serving�as�Human�resources�Director,�Chief�Financial�
officer,�Director�of�Marketing,�etc.�I�have�an�incredible�business�partner,�Darlene�pope,�
whose�strengths�are�my�weaknesses.�ssI�consists�of�2�clinics,�one�which�encompasses�
a�500�member�health�club.�I�teach�the�Business�aspects�of�private�practice�at�the�
University�of�south�Carolina�Doctorate�physical�therapy�program.�I�serve�on�multiple�
community�boards�and�have�held�several�positions�in�the�south�Carolina�Chapter.

what�is�hard�to�capture�on�my�curriculum�vitae�is�my�passIoN�for�the�survival�and�
growth�of�private�practice�physical�therapy.�along�with�passion,�I�bring�several�key�
leadership�strengths�as�defined�by�Buckingham’s�book�strength�Finders—woo,�strate-
gic�thinking,�and�positivity.�My�number�one�strength—woo,�or�the�ability�to�develop�
relationships—has�made�me�an�effective�and�extremely�active�political�advocate�on�
both�the�state�and�national�levels.�Notable�successes�include�defeating�popts�and�
continually�defending�the�statute�that�keeps�south�Carolina�a�state�where�referral�for�
profit�is�illegal.�I�also�advocate�for�small�business�issues�including�excessive�regulation�
and�taxation�and�have�had�the�pleasure�of�representing�my�community�as�Chamber�of�
Commerce�Chairman.

My�additional�strengths,�strategic�thinking�and�positivity,�are�essential�skills�in�look-
ing�forward�for�private�practice!�I�love�to�think�outside�of�the�box,�create�a�vision,�and�
talk�others�into�jumping�in.�I�believe�in�fighting�for�what�is�right.�During�meetings,�I�am�
not�afraid�to�interject�opinions�or�advance�discussion�by�playing�the�“devil’s�advocate”�
in�order�to�analyze�possible�unintended�consequences.

If�re-elected,�I�hope�to�continue�as�liaison�to�our�newest�committee,�Marketing�
and�public�relations.�In�its�first�2�years,�it�has�successfully�reached�into�the�national�
media�and�has�placed�pps�members�on�the�by-line�or�quoted�as�the�expert�in�national�
publications�and�blogs.�the�committee�is�currently�working�on�tool�kits�as�a�resource�
for�members.�It�is�important�for�us�as�practice�owners�to�have�the�tools�to�be�able�to�
continuously�educate�the�public�regarding�physical�therapy�and�why�to�choose�your�
local�private�practice.�I�believe�that�the�Board�of�Directors�needs�to�continue�to�dedi-
cate�resources�and�remain�focused�on�helping�you�“get�the�message�out.”

Finally,�I�strongly�believe�that�over�the�next�2�to�3�years,�we�must�continue�to�grow�
and�strengthen�our�influence�on�Capitol�Hill.�we�must�have�a�stronger�presence�and�
a�unique�message�for�private�practice.�It�is�important�to�continue�collaborating�with�
apta,�but�also�to�push�forward�with�issues�that�are�unique�to�private�practice.�we�
must�continue�the�fight�to�protect�us�from�additional�payment�cuts�and�work�toward�
reversing�multiple�procedure�payment�reduction;�to�call�for�eliminating�the�in-office�
ancillary�loophole�and�make�physician-owned�physical�therapy�services�illegal�on�a�fed-
eral�level;�and�to�push�for�inclusion�in�future�health�care�legislation�and�regulation.�the�
current�board�is�focused�on�growing�this�presence�as�evident�with�the�July�2013�wash-
ington,�DC,�Fly-In.�similar�efforts�must�continue,�and�if�re-elected,�I�will�continue�to�
strongly�support�and�push�for�aggressive,�smart,�and�effective�legislative�initiatives.� n
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nitin Chhoda, PT, dPT, CSCS 
2013 Candidate – nominating Committee

NItIN�CHHoDa�pt,�Dpt,�CsCs,�Is�a�LICENsED�pHYsICaL�tHErapIst�IN�NEw�JErsEY�
and�New�York,�and�author�of�“physical�therapy�Marketing�for�the�New�Economy.”�He�
is�also�a�practice�management�consultant�and�a�regular�guy�who�enjoys�time�with�his�
wife�(also�a�physical�therapist)�in�their�home�in�New�Jersey.

Nitin’s�success�mantra�is—exercise�30�minutes�daily,�read�at�least�1�book�a�week,�and�
show�your�appreciation�to�at�least�1�staff�member�/�client�each�week.

Nitin�has�combined�his�in-the-trenches�experience�to�write�several�articles�on�
physical�therapy�marketing�for�Impact,�advance,�and�pt�Magazine,�in�addition�to�his�
blog�on�physical�therapy�marketing.��In�addition�to�conferences�such�as�the�annual�
private�practice�summit�since�2010,�Nitin�has�spoken�at�the�pps�annual�convention�on�
2�occasions.�this�rich�insight�has�allowed�Nitin�to�understand�the�needs�of�pps�mem-
bers�from�a�management�and�practice-building�perspective.

Having�retired�from�private�practice�after�successfully�growing�and�selling�a�cash-
paying�practice�within�12�months,�Nitin’s�unique�insight�in�developing�cash-paying�
programs,�administration,�and�leadership,�combined�with�his�writing�and�speaking�skills,�
have�allowed�him�to�serve�physical�therapists�in�private�practice�as�a�practice�manage-
ment�consultant.

He�enjoys�speaking�and�teaching�and�has�served�as�an�adjunct�faculty�member�
on�Health,�wellness,�and�Kinesiology�at�Millersville�University,�pennsylvania;�and�was�
a�guest�speaker�at�both�the�annual�south�asian�student’s�association�2005�in�Los�
angeles,�California,�and�the�University�of�Michigan,�ann�arbor,�in�February�2006.�He�
was�a�keynote�speaker�at�shades�of�Brown,�an�international�educational�conference�in�
toronto,�Canada.

the�most�critical�issue�for�pps�to�deal�with�over�the�next�2�to�3�years�is�the�ero-
sion�of�income�potential�for�physical�therapists�(pts)�in�private�practice.�with�Medi-
care�cuts�(and�commercial�insurances�to�follow),�pts�in�private�practice�are�at�risk�of�
becoming�extinct.�this�is�no�longer�just�a�theoretical�possibility,�it�is�actually�happen-
ing,�and�by�apta’s�own�admission,�pts�in�private�practice�may�not�be�able�to�survive�
the�multiple�procedure�payment�reductions�from�Medicare�(which�is�just�one�of�many�
factors�including�functional�limitation�g�codes,�pqrs,�manual�medical�review,�audits,�
etc.).�Nitin�says,�“If�elected,�I�would�like�to�identify�enterprising�pts�in�private�practice�
and�encourage�them�to�present�their�insight�to�other�members�of�pps�and�to�serve�pps�
members.�we�will�all�be�richer�for�the�experience.�Life�is�about�knowledge,�and�there�
is�an�abundance�of�it�in�our�community.�we�need�to�do�a�better�job�of�harnessing�and�
applying�it.”� n
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Peter Kluba, PT, dPT 
2013 Candidate – nominating Committee

MY�NaME�Is�pEtEr�KLUBa�aND�I�aM�tHE�owNEr�oF�gLoBaL�pHYsICaL�tHErapY.�
the�practice�specializes�in�orthopedics�and�is�located�in�sterling�Heights,�Michigan.�My�
passion�resides�in�restoring�patients�back�to�independence;�therefore,�despite�being�
the�owner,�I�am�still�involved�in�the�treatment�of�patients.�as�the�owner,�I�am�respon-
sible�for�developing�organizational�strategies,�ensuring�compliance�at�both�the�federal�
and�state�levels,�marketing,�and�advertising,�as�well�as�creating,�maintaining,�and�adjust-
ing�the�capital�budget.

with�more�than�25�years�of�managerial�experience�and�as�a�graduate�of�Boston�
University’s�College�of�Health�and�rehabilitation�sciences�program,�I�possess�a�broad�
spectrum�of�knowledge,�as�well�as�the�ability�to�assess�potential�candidates�for�the�pri-
vate�practice�section�(pps).�In�addition,�I�have�been�a�member�of�pps�for�more�than�15�
years�and�am�familiar�with�the�issues�related�to�private�practices.�Many�critical�changes�
have�occurred�on�the�federal�and�state�levels�in�our�profession,�and�some�have�nega-
tively�affected�physical�therapy�as�a�profession.�the�most�important�issues�relate�to�
direct�access�and�physician-owned�physical�therapy.�our�profession�belongs�to�us,�not�
others.�we�restore�motion,�which�is�a�unique�property�of�the�human�body,�allowing�
individuals�to�return�to�independent�living.�what�would�life�be�without�movement?�
without�movement,�life�would�be�insignificant�and�is�one�of�the�reasons�why�physi-
cal�therapy�is�crucial�to�returning�to�normality.�another�critical�issue�that�we�face�is�
recognition�of�our�services.�we�must�promote�the�physical�therapy�profession�on�all�
levels�so�individuals�would�seek�us�for�our�expertise�and�services�in�order�to�improve�
their�lives.

If�elected,�I�will�focus�on�nominating�candidates�that�would�display�and�pro-
mote�the�indispensable�value�of�our�services,�as�well�as�promote�research�and�
independence.� n
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Shamsah Shidi PT, dPT, MhS, MbA 
2013 Candidate – nominating Committee

I�aM�HoNorED�to�BE�sLatED�For�tHE�NoMINatINg�CoMMIttEE�posItIoN.�
I�am�passionate�for�our�profession’s�successful�future�and�aspire�to�be�an�integral�
�contributor�to�the�existing�pps�leadership�in�addressing�the�critical�issues�we�are�con-
fronting�while�executing�our�mission.

I�have�been�a�member�of�the�apta�since�I�was�a�physical�therapy�student�at�wash-
ington�University�in�st.�Louis,�Missouri,�and�have�been�a�long-standing�member�of�pps.�
Having�been�a�private�practice�owner�since�1997�and�a�member�of�the�editorial�board�
of�Impact�magazine�since�2006�has�provided�me�insight�on�the�urgency�of�all�thera-
pists�to�collaboratively�join�forces�to�make�positive�changes�for�our�profession�in�these�
turbulent�times.�It�is�critical�for�physical�therapy�providers�to�switch�from�a�competi-
tive�survival�mode�to�a�collaborative�successful�mode!

I�was�born�in�Kuwait�to�asian�parents�and�was�fortunate�to�have�been�educated�in�
multiple�countries:�India�(primary�school),�Kuwait�(secondary�school),�England�(high�
school),�and�the�United�states�(undergraduate�and�graduate�school).�these�travels�
provided�me�valuable�insight�in�understanding�changes,�challenges,�and�opportunities.�
I�became�a�proud�naturalized�american�citizen�in�1994�and�have�always�considered�
america�the�land�of�opportunity�and�the�Mecca�for�the�entrepreneurial�mindset.�this�
has�been�especially�evident�to�me�when�I�attend�the�pps�meetings�and�collaborate�
with�my�professional�leaders�and�peers!

My�equation�for�professional�success�has�been�to�merge�“sweat�equity”�with�
“intellectual�ability”�and�“constant�learning.”�My�professional�mantra�has�been�to�use�
the�hybrid�practice�approach�for�my�small�practice�in�downtown�Clearwater,�Florida.�
to�accomplish�this,�I�mix�multiple�payer�sources�for�revenue�generation�along�with�
a�sprinkling�of�consulting�for�health�care�and�insurance�companies.�I�am�also�a�pro-
moter�of�cash-based�services�including�prevention�and�wellness�in�the�community.�
My�imperative�is�to�demonstrate�outcomes�not�only�to�insurance�companies�but�also�
directly�to�patients�since�now�health�care�is�“patient-centered”�versus�“physician-
centered.”�patients�today�are�informed,�empowered,�and�value-conscious�consumers.�
Financial�incentives�in�practices�are�now�linked�to�clinical�outcomes,�patient�experi-
ence,�and�patient�satisfaction.�patients�and�consumers�live�in�an�Internet-pervasive�
and��-persuasive�world.

In�my�opinion,�some�of�the�important�challenges�that�physical�therapy�private�
practitioners�face�include�current�issues�in�the�federal�legislative�and�regulatory�arena�
including�developments�in�Medicare�policy,�regulation,�and�reporting�and�the�emerg-
ing�issues�relating�to�health�care�reform�and�their�potential�implications�on�payment�
to�our�physical�therapy�practices.�I�believe�that�the�challenges�we�face�as�a�profession�
provide�new�opportunities�that�might�otherwise�have�been�lost�to�complacency.�It�is�
imperative�for�all�of�us�to�join�forces�and�recognize�the�importance�of�collecting�data�
to�show�value�and�outcomes�of�our�rehabilitation�services�and�demonstrate�that�we�
are�the�preferred�providers�producing�functional�outcomes�in�the�community.�pps�
has�the�leadership�and�commitment�for�accomplishing�these�goals.�I�appreciate�the�
opportunity�to�complement�the�board�and�be�a�part�of�this�forward�movement!� n
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Monthly Webinar Series

Mark Your Calendar
Don’t miss out on these valuable 2013 premium educational offerings!

Live�and�recorded�webinars�bring�you�valuable�and�relevant�information�in�the�comfort�of�your�

practice-site,�home,�or�anywhere!�our�webinars�contain�information�that�will�help�you�make�the��

most�of�your�practice.�Learn�about�current�resources�and�issues�affecting�physical�therapist–owned�

private�practices.

Live Webinars
•� registered?�You�can�participate�in�the�live�q&a�sessions�and�receive�the�recording.

•� Not�able�to�attend?�all�live�webinars�are�recorded�and�available�for�sale�one�week�later.

Title / Topic Event date

stop�Managing�Your�time…own�It!
Jamey Schrier, PT, DPT, OCS  

wednesday,�september�25,�2013
2:00�pM�–�3:30�pM�Est��

topic:�obesity�and�physical�therapy
Colin Hoobler, PT, DPT, OCS  

wednesday,�october�9,�2013
2:00�pM�–�3:30�pM�Est�

topic:�Cultural�Competency
Johnette Meadows, PT, MS   

wednesday,�october�23,�2013
2:00�pM�–�3:30�pM�Est

topic:�Billing�for�Cash-Based�physical�therapy�practices
Ann Wendel, PT, ATC, CMTPT  

wednesday,�January�8,�2014
2:00�pM�–�3:30�pM�Est�

topic:�social�Media�Compliance
Joanna Wolfe, CISA, CGEIT   

wednesday,�January�22,�2014
2:00�pM�–�3:30�pM�Est��

topic:�wellness�program
Jonathan Klane, MSEd, CIH, CHMM, CET  

tBD

CEu Information:
all�webinar�activities�are�submitted�to�the�Federation�of�state�Boards�of�physical�therapy�(FsBpt)�for�approval�to�

award�contact�hours.�FsBpt’s�proCert�certification�is�currently�accepted�by�aZ,�DE,�DC,�IN,�KY,�Mt,�NC,�or,�sC,�tN,�

Ut,�and�wI.
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recorded Webinars
Missed�a�webinar?�all�webinars�are�available�for�purchase�on�the�website’s�on-line�store�one�week�
after�the�live�event�at�www.ppsapta.org.

Negligence�in�the�workplace:�Beyond�Malpractice

HIpaa�omnibus�Update�on�private�practice

planning�for�success�and�succession�part�2

risk�analysis:�avoiding�Harm�and�Costly�penalties

planning�for�success�&�succession,�part�1

Implementing�CMs�required�Functional�Limitation�reporting�in�Your�practice

In-Network�or�out-of-Network:�which�should�I�Choose?

Violent�patients�and�Visitors:�Keeping�Everyone�safe�while�avoiding�Liabilities

physical�therapy�thinking�traps

adoption�of�Electronic�Health�records�(EHr):�the�what�Fors�and�what�Nots?

get�in�shape�for�the�ICD-10�Challenge

social�Media:�the�Use�of�twitter�for�professional�Branding

patient�Collections:�Capitalizing�on�Credit�Card�advantages

getting�started�with�pqrs

From�a�Ho-Hum�website�to�an�Internet�Marketing�system

Creating�a�positive�payment�Environment�for�Your�patients�–�optimal�Collections�with�a�smile�(FrEE)

Keys�to�Maximizing�profitability�in�the�private�practice

Debunk�Insurance�Myths�&�Improve�payment�for�Your�practice

8�Key�Metrics�that�Can�galvanize�Your�practice

It’s�a�New�world�of�Contracting�–�part�2�(FrEE)

aCos�–�opportunity�or�threat�for�private�practice�–�part�1

aCos�–�opportunity�or�threat�for�private�practice�–�part�2

Driving�More�referrals

overcome�Declining�reimbursements�with�Cash-Based�treatment�services

optimizing�payment�through�payer�relations�–�part�1�(FrEE)

How�Visiting�a�McDonald’s�Can�Help�Your�practice:�Using�systems�to�Increase�referrals�and�profitability

For additional information and to check for upcoming events,  
please visit ppS website at www.ppsapta.org.
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Audio Conferences

purchase�any�of�these�audio�conferences�and�you�will�have�the�opportunity�to�get�your�questions�
answered�by�experts�in�the�field.�Each�audio�conference�is�90�minutes.

topics available:

❖� risk�Management:�reducing�Your�Exposure

❖� Bringing�Leadership�to�Your�practice�to�Create�a�Highly�productive�&�Engaged�team

❖� Community�Based�rehabilitation�–�a�wellness�Model

❖� Healthcare�trends�&�what�they�Mean�to�pts�in�private�practice

❖� Choose�the�right�EMr�software�for�Your�practice

❖� Creating�practice�growth�through�Equity�sharing�and�succession�planning

❖� staff�recruitment�&�retention:�planning�for�Your�practice

❖� Negotiating�Contracts:�tips�and�Considerations

❖� Direct�access:�reimbursement�Issues�&�Marketing�to�the�public

❖� Direct�services�to�Employers�Increase�Business,�profitability,�and�autonomy

❖� Contracts:�when�to�Heed�and�when�to�weed

❖� Incentive�&�Compensation�Models�for�today’s�Modern�practice

❖� getting�serious�about�sECUrItY:�HIpaa�regulations,�security�audit�procedures,�Identity�theft�and�More

❖� Making�it�or�Breaking�it:�How�Can�You�Create�Loyal�Clients�and�referral�Business

Visit ppS website at www.ppsapta.org and check the online store for additional information  
or call ppS at 1-800-517-1167.
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T
policies & procedures

The Infrastructure for Your Compliance Program
by mary r. Daulong, pt, CHC, CHp

thinkinG abOut POLiCies anD PrO-
cedures may make you want to roll your 
eyes, but implementing compliance poli-
cies and procedures now can give you a 
jump start on a mandate set forth in the 
2010 Patient Protection and affordable 
Care act (PPaCa). this mandate requires 
a formal compliance program in order for 
providers/suppliers to enroll and/or main-
tain enrollment in medicare, medicaid, 
and Children’s health insurance programs. 
the Office of the inspector General (OiG) 
has the authority to stipulate the effective 
date of this mandate, and while we have 
not seen any specific dates, its enforce-
ment is imminent. the agency has stated 
that it proposes to use the 7 core elements 
as described in chapter 8 of the 2010 u.s. 
federal sentencing Guidelines manual 
(fsGm). while these core elements vary 
somewhat from the OiG’s voluntary Com-
pliance Program Guidances (vCPG), they 
are quite symbiotic (see table).

as you can see, the federal govern-
ment has been patient; it started with 

voluntary guidances that now are man-
dated. in my opinion, if you have sound 
and applicable policies and procedures 
in place, you have the infrastructure for 
your compliance program. user-friendly, 
current, and accurate policies and 
procedures not only promote consistent 
behavior, but also enhance a cooperative 
spirit by empowering employees with 
knowledge that results in a more compli-
ant culture.

according to the federal sentencing 
Guidelines, one of the most important 
factors in mitigating ultimate punish-
ment for violations is the existence of an 
effective compliance and ethics program. 
a good compliance program can assist 
in defending accusations of false Claims 
act violations, especially those relating to 
reckless disregard and/or deliberate igno-
rance. so, if for no other reason, evaluate 
your policy and procedure status and/or 

COmpLIANCe, continued on page 86

C O M P L I A N C E

MarY�r.�DaULoNg,�pt,��

CHC,�CHp,��is�a�pps�member�and�

the�owner�of�Business�&�Clinical�

Management�services,�Inc.,��

a�consulting�firm�specializing�in�

outpatient�therapy�compliance,�

including�documentation,�

coding�and�billing,�enrollment�

and�credentialing,�and�

Health�Insurance�portability�

and�accountability�act�

and�occupational�safety�

and�Health�administration�

regulation�education.�she�is�

also�the�author�of�both�The 

Private Practice Compliance 

Manual�and�The ThirdParty 

Biller Compliance Manual.�

she�can�be�reached�at�

daulongm@earthlink.net.

OIG’s VCPG 1998 U.S. FSGM 2010

1 Designate�a�compliance�officer�with�high-
level�authority.

1 Exercise�effective�compliance�and�ethics�
oversight�(compliance�officer).

2 Develop�and�implement�compliance�pro-
gram�policies�and�procedures.

2 Establish�policies,�procedures,�and�
controls.

3 Conduct�internal�monitoring�and�auditing�
(do�a�risk�assessment).

3 Monitor�and�audit�compliance�and�ethics�
programs�for�effectiveness.

4 Conduct�appropriate�orientation�and�edu-
cation�for�staff�and�others,�as�applicable.

4 Communicate�and�educate�employees�on�
compliance�and�ethics�programs.�

5 Develop�open�lines�of�communication. 5 Exercise�due�diligence�to�avoid�delegation�
of�authority�to�unethical�individuals.

6 respond�appropriately�to�detected�
offenses�and�develop�corrective�action.

6 respond�appropriately�to�incidents,�and�
take�steps�to�prevent�future�incidents.

7 Enforce�disciplinary�standards�through�
well-publicized�guidelines.

7 Ensure�consistent�enforcement�and�disci-
pline�of�violations.
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implementation options so that you can 
minimize your risks!

a laundry list of policies and associated 
procedures is required and/or recom-
mended for legal, liability, and/or ethical 
reasons, which is a good place to start 
your gap analysis. remember that you 
must know what is required before you 
can complete the analysis. Cover all bases 
from the federal level down to your indi-
vidual municipality.

a few of the categories that should be 
analyzed for gaps and associated risks are:

Fraud and Abuse—including, but not 
limited to:

•	 False	Claims	Act
•	 Anti-Kickback	Act
•	 Stark	III	Act

Business Office Operations— 
including, but not limited to:

•	 Patient	Processes
•	 Payment	Processes
•	 Coding	Methodologies
•	 Internal	Operating	Processes
•	 Fraud	and	Abuse	Systems	Management
•	 Information	and	Record	Management

Clinical Operations—including, but not 
limited to:

•	 Demographics	and	Scope	of	Practice
•	 Patient	Rights
•	 Patient	Services/Care
•	 Information	and	Record	Management	

(Documentation)
•	 Quality	and	Outcome	Management
•	 Professional	Oversight

Environmental Health and Safety—
including, but not limited to:

•	 Training	and	Education
•	 Employee	Health	and	Infection	Control	

and Prevention
•	 Safety	and	Emergency	Preparation	and	

training
•	 Exposure	Control	Plan
•	 Hazard	Communication	Plan
•	 Material	Safety	Data	Sheet	Management
•	 Recording,	Reporting,	Posting,	and	

Documenting

HIPAA/HITECH—including, but not 
limited to:

•	 Privacy
•	 Transmission
•	 Security

Human Resource Management—
including, but not limited to:

•	 Business	Practices	and	Employer/
employee rights and responsibilities

•	 Conduct	Standards	and	Compliance	
Plan

•	 Federal,	State,	Professional,	and	Facility	
requirements

•	 Facility	Personnel	Operations
•	 Compensation	and	Benefits	Program

State and Local Laws and Regulations 
that are or could be more stringent 
than:

•	 Federal	Privacy	Laws
•	 Occupational	Safety	and	Health	

 administration and americans with 
Disabilities act Laws

•	 Employment	Laws
•	 Occupancy	Laws
•	 State	Practice	Acts	and	Rules

if you are undertaking the task of 
writing your practice-specific compliance 
manuals, consider developing policies and 
procedures that:

•	 Are	built	upon,	but	not	limited	to,	risks	
that have been identified;

•	 Are	easily	read	and	relevant	to	the	
day-to-day responsibilities of your 
employees, enabling them to better 
understand the processes related to 
their duties that could impact the prac-
tice or regulatory requirements;

•	 Are	written	in	a	consistent	style	and	
format; and

•	 Are	practice-specific.

if you elect to use a consultant or a 
policy and procedure manual firm to write 
your compliance manuals, be certain that 
they can offer sound and valid content 
based on regulations and guidances 

 specific to therapy services, including, but 
not limited to:

•	 The	OIG’s	guidances	for	physicians	and	
small group practices

•	 Medicare’s	benefit	policy,	claims	pro-
cessing, program integrity manuals

•	 CMS’	Conditions	of	Participation	
(comprehensive outpatient rehabilita-
tion facility and outpatient rehabilita-
tion facility) or Conditions of Coverage 
(private practice therapy services)

•	 HIPAA/HITECH/ACA,	including	
requirements for business associates

•	 Personnel	and	workforce	requirements	
set by the Department of Labor (Osha 
and employment laws)

•	 Practice	regulations	and	guidances	
(state specific)

•	 Standards	of	professional	practice
•	 Personalization	options	for	each	policy	

and procedure
•	 Practice-specific	customization	that	

allows the user to choose options 
versus creating text from scratch

•	 Modular	organization	to	simplify	work-
force orientation and training

•	 Timely	updates	for	policies	and	proce-
dures requiring revisions

•	 New	policies	based	on	new	regulatory	
requirements or guidances

•	 Forms,	templates,	and	resources	per	
regulatory requirements or operational 
standards

also recognize that a compliance 
program is different than a compliance 
plan. the plan is static, reflecting what 
is in place, while a program is dynamic. 
according to the bonadio Group, “a 
compliance program cannot, by definition, 
exist only on paper. it is a mindset, an 
operational model for how an organiza-
tion has internalized the concepts and 
intent of a compliance culture and made 
it their own.”1 n

Reference
1�Bonadio�group�website.�http://www.bonadio�
.com/compliance-plans-vs-effective-compliance-
program.�accessed�July�31,�2013.

COmpLIANCe, continued from page 85
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T A L E N T  P O O L

y
yOu knOw yOur emPLOyees—
their strengths, weaknesses, and areas 
in which they can improve or even 
mentor others. but when it comes to 
annual (or other periodic) reviews, 
do you remember your employees’ 
actions well enough to cite specific 
examples as to why you critique or 
praise them?

One aspect of a review that 
breathes life into the experience is 
when examples are used to provide 
context and evidence for one’s plea-
sure or displeasure with an employee. 
as reviews are a highly personal time 
of reflection, honesty, and vulner-
ability for both the reviewer and the 
employee, using specific examples 
to guide the conversation removes the emotion and subjectivity 
that can diminish or sometimes sour the interaction.

in an example of providing constructive feedback, the state-
ment, “i need you to do a better job with customer service,” is 
much less powerful and instructive than, “i overheard a conver-
sation between you and a patient in which … [provide specific 
statement here].”

when providing positive feedback, the statement, “you are 
one of our best clinicians,” is less meaningful and tangible than, 
“i had a patient stop me last week to tell me how much you 
have done to improve their quality of life.”

by using specific examples, both 
constructive and positive feedback 
can take on a new level of meaning 
for you and your employees, allowing 
feedback to be powerful and effec-
tive when shared. use the following 
tips to gather feedback efficiently 
throughout your daily routine, 
making the feedback process easy, 
effective, and fun.

•		 	Keep	an	index	card	for	each	
employee that can be used to 
quickly record the date and brief 
summary of encounters worthy of 
referencing during an upcoming 
review.

•		 Send	yourself	a	quick	e-mail	
whenever you encounter evidence that supports a positive 
or constructive feedback item for your employees. Organize 
by employee folder within your e-mail program to have 
ready for your next review.

•	 Institute	a	process	through	which	employees	can	share	
information about one another with you in order to engage 
the entire team in cultivating feedback that can be used 
during reviews. a program such as this typically thrives when 
focused on positive feedback; however, it is also important to 
create a culture in which employees are comfortable sharing 
items that require improvement as well. n

bring Meaning to Employee reviews by 
documenting Employee Performance
By�tannus�quatre,�pt,�MBa,�atC,�CsCs

For information about PPS, 
membership benefits,  

and how to join,   
see next page!



Private Practice Section
About the Section
The mission of the Private Practice Section is to Champion 
the success of physical therapist-owned businesses. As 
leaders and innovators in the health care system, PPS 
members are empowered to achieve management 
excellence and financial success.

Current Priorities
By joining the Private Practice Section, you’ll support the 
following strategic goals:
• Advocacy: PPS is the voice of private practice physical 

therapists who influence issues affecting daily practice, 
small business operations, and payment

• Consumer Awareness: PPS builds awareness of the 
importance and value of private practice physical therapy

• Education: PPS assesses, promotes, and delivers 
education in the areas of physical therapist ownership and 
private practice

• Innovation: PPS explores new models of practice, 
innovative ways of doing business, and ways to leverage 
opportunities in the changing health care environment

• Membership Benefits: PPS enhances technological 
and traditional resources to facilitate physical therapists 
success in private practice and increase the size and 
involvement of membership representing the full 
spectrum of physical therapy settings

Why Should You Join?
Membership in the Private Practice Section provides you 
with immediate access to information, resources, and a net
work of professional peers. Additional membership benefits:
• Monthly subscription to Impact magazine, which covers 

business topics, management resources, advocacy issues, 
and important topics related to all private practice settings

• Active Web site based message boards and an “Ask the 
Expert” program that connects you with experienced 
private practitioners for networking and support

• Dedicated and informed staff available to answer your 
questions and connect you with experts

• Discounts on the section’s regional education, webinars, 
publications, business and insurance programs, the 
section’s premier annual conference and exposition, 
administrators certification educational programming, and 
key affinity partners

• The only section with representation on Capitol Hill with a 
record of affecting positive change for our profession

• Links to key vendors offering the latest technologies in 
practice management such as EHR, billing, and scheduling

• Discounted registration for APTA’s Combined Sections 
Meeting (CSM)

Section Membership Application
Name

APTA Member Number

Mailing Address

City  State  ZIP

Work Phone Home Phone

Email

2013 Dues Schedule—Private Practice Section
Please check the appropriate dues category.

 � PT - $175  � PTA - $105

 � Postprofessional - $150  � Student - $50

 � Retired (PT or PTA) - $120/$95  � Life (PT or PTA) - $60

Method of Payment 

 � Check made payable to APTA in the amount of $________

 � Please charge:  
� VISA � MasterCard � American Express  
in the amount of $_____________

Credit/Debit Card Number:

Cardholder Name:

Billing ZIP Code:

Expiration Date:

Signature:

Return application with payment to: 
American Physical Therapy Association  

PO Box 79054 • Baltimore, MD  21279-0054
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Contact Information

Name:  APTA ID #:

Address:

City: State: ZIP:

Email: Phone: Fax:

Payment Type Card Number Expiration Date

o Check       o Visa       o Mastercard /

Signature:

Item Qty PPS Member Non-Member Amount
Private Practice Physical Therapy: The How-to Manual $89 $125

The Valuation of a Physical Therapy Practice $25 $35

Private Practice: Strategies for Everyday Management $45 $65

Transitions: How to Position Your PT Practice and Create Your Succession Plan $55 $98

Impact magazine  — $110/year

Shipping & Handling (see below for details*)

*up to $49.99 $7
$50 - $99.99 $10

$100 - $199.99 $14
$200 - $299.99 $19

$300 or more $26 TOTAL

Any books that are returned must be received at PPS in new condition within 48 hours of receipt by purchaser.  
A 10% restocking fee on the cost of the publication will be deducted from the refund. 

Shipping and handling charges are NOT refundable. 

Private Practice Physical Therapy: 
The How-to Manual
A concise, easy-to-use guide that offers practical, step-by-
step advice to physical therapists who are considering 
starting a private practice or may have just opened a 
practice. Experienced practice owners will also find 
valuable information throughout this manual. 

Private Practice: Strategies for Everyday 
Management
This guide contains vital information needed to start up 
and manage a private practice. Chapters include planning, 
financial management, personnel management, marketing, 
reimbursement, office management, and customer service. 

The Valuation of a Physical Therapy 
Practice
Understand the financial and strategic issues involved in 
valuing your practice and learn how to advance the overall 
value of your practice. 

Transitions: How to Position Your 
Physical Therapy Practice and Create 
Your Succession Plan
It is the goal of this manual to assist private physical 
therapy practice owners in creating succession plans that are 
beneficial to both buyers and sellers of practice equity. Learn 
from the authors’ experiences of owning and exiting three 
practices and their work as consultants.

Impact Magazine
Published 11 times per year, Impact provides a wealth 
of information for the private practice owner. Issue 
themes include legislative updates, need-to-know tips 
about managing your practice, the latest resources from 
the section, and more.
(Impact is a PPS member benefit. Nonmembers may 
purchase an annual subscription.)

Transitions
How to Position

Your Physical Therapy Practice and

Create Your Succession Plan 

Mail to PPS—APTA 
1055 N Fairfax Street, Suite 204, Alexandria, VA 22314
800/517-1167  •  www.ppsapta.org

Publications
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I

Do the economics Work?
by Jim milder, pt

�“what�I�Believe”�features�excerpts�

from�speeches�delivered�during�

the�regional�and�national�graham�

sessions,�conducted�by�the�

Institute�for�private�practice�

physical�therapy.

[I	BELIEvE	THAT]	I	HAvE	A	FEW	QUESTIONS.	THEY	CENTER	
around the main  question of: “Do the economics work?”

[when] i started this work in 1977, there [were] 2,600 
people licensed as physical therapists in illinois. about 2,000 
were probably working [at] that time, serving the needs of 
11,386,300 people living in illinois. today, [as of may 2, 2013], 
19,818 people have been licensed as physical therapists in 
illinois. Probably 15,000 are practicing, meeting the needs of 
12,800,000 residents.

in 1977, one physical therapist met the needs of 5,700 resi-
dents. today, one physical therapist meets the needs of 853 
residents. it looks like we have not become more efficient. why?

in 1977, most of us worked in acute [care] hospitals; we wore 
blue pants and an aPta patch on our shoulder. there were a 
few private practice outpatient clinics, [but] most orthopedic 
outpatient care took place in hospitals. Patients were likely to 
be treated with physical modalities, [and] success was judged on 
reduced complaints of pain.

are we getting better outcomes today?
i earned my physical therapy degree at marquette university. 

it took four years and cost just about $16,000 for four years of 
tuition and room and board.

my first job paid $6.25 per hour, [which was] $13,000 per year. 
the education cost roughly 1.23 years of salary.

today’s physical therapy education costs about $200,000 and 
requires 7 years of post-secondary education. new grads earn 
about $65,000 per year.

the education costs 3 years of a new grad’s salary and keeps 
them out of gainful employment for an additional 3 years.

how do we justify that imbalance? at what point does the 
education become too costly?

a year ago, the illinois [workers’ Compensation] fee sched-
ule was cut by 30%. Last month, the medicare Physician fee 
schedule seems to have been cut by 15%. blue Cross blue 
shield plans to put Orthonet in charge of controlling physical 
therapy costs.

what would you do if you were in charge of blue Cross blue 
shield? are these payers justified in their actions? have they 
been getting ripped off? these are my questions; let’s discuss 
the answers. n

Jim milder, Pt
regional Graham sessions
Chicago, illinois
may 4, 2013

W H A T  I  B E L I E V E

Sponsor a student member!

 Make a difference for a lifetime! 
 Make a difference for your profession!

Put your money where your heart is and  
sponsor a student member.

Student membership is $50.00 per year.

Bonus! The student rate for the  
PPS Annual Conference is as low as $355  

depending on how early they register.

This advertisement sponsored by the  
PPS Membership Development Committee, making membership count!
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PQRS Requirements are Here! Are 
you Compliant?
CMS now requires therapists to complete functional limitation 
reporting through the use of new G-codes and corresponding 
severity modifiers for all eligible patients. This effects patients at the 
initial examination and requires a reevaluation every 10th visit, and 
at discharge in order to receive reimbursement. 

Turbo PT handles current G-code specifications and impairment 
modifiers. It also automatically alerts you every 1st and 10th visit for 
Functional Limitation reporting and reevaluations.

The Most 
Comprehensive 
All-In-One EMR, 
Billing & Scheduling 
System for Rehab 
and Therapy 
Professionals

Please call now 800-628-8980 or email sales@TurboPT.com 
and ask about our special offering during September only!

Don’t put your billing at risk.
Get Turbo PT Ultra and make G-Codes easy!
  Visit us at PPS/APTA New Orleans, LA Booth 323

Designed by Therapists 
for Therapists

A D  I N D E x

For impact advertising rates, visit www.ppsapta.org or contact malisa minetree at 317-815-4688 or email impactads@me.com.

 27  A2C medical
469-656-3133� Email:�info@a2cmedical.com
Fax:�469-385-8839� www.a2Cmedical.com

 18  Accelerated rehabilitation Centers
312-640-0329� Email:�szeller@acceleratedrehab.com
Fax:�312-640-0407� www.acceleratedrehab.com

 20  Agility Health
616-356-5033� Email:�partnering@agilityhealth.com
Fax:�616-356-5001� www.agilityhealth.com

  9  balanced body and pilates
800-745-2837� www.pilates.com

 56  benchmark rehab partners
423-413-8350� Email:�jlondis@benchmarkpt.com
Fax:�423-238-3473� www.benchmarkpt.com

 29  body Support Systems
541-488-1172� Email:�sales@bodysupport.com
Fax:�541-488-5959� www.bodysupport.com

  11  bte 
410-850-0333� Email:�info@btetech.com
Fax:�410-850-5244� www.btetech.com

  8  Clinicient 
503-525-0275� Email:�info@clinicient.com
Fax:�503-205-8444� www.Clinicient.com

 35  Cranio Cradle
772-215-3614� Email:�barb@craniocradle.com�
Fax:�(772)�229-6089� www.craniocradle.com

 C 2  eazy Application Systems
305-394-6197� Email:�info@quickemr.com
Fax:�305-395-6093� www.quickemr.com

 25  Fitter international
800-Fitter-1�� Email:�sales@fitter1.com
Fax:�403-229-1230� www.fitter1.com

  31  Foot Science international (Formthotics)
+64-3-348�2115� Email:�info@formthotics.com
Fax:�+64-3-348�0116� website:�www.formthotics.com

12–13  Hands On technology
866-562-8413�� Email:�sales@rehabsoftware.com
Fax:�630-455-1865� www.rehabsoftware.com

 21  HCS Consulting
949-280-3449�� Email:�cfelder@hcsconsulting.com
Fax:�949-612-0208� www.hcsconsulting.com

 44  LiteCure
302-709-0408�Email:�info@litecure.com
Fax:�302-709-0409�www.litecure.com

 41  measurable Solutions, inc.
800-491-2828�� Email:�shaunk@measurable-solutions.com
Fax:�727-462-5492�� www.measurablesolutions.com

 45  mW therapy
800-627-1261� Email:�sales@mwtherapy.com
Fax:�781-304-4716� www.mwtherapy.com

 66  Nueterra physical therapy
913-387-0695� Email:�info@nueterra.com
Fax:�913-387-0710� www.nueterra.com

 59  Optp, Orthopedic physical therapy products
800-367-7393�� Email:�customerservice@optp.com
Fax:�763-553-9355�� www.optp.com

 C 4  parker Laboratories, inc.
800-631-8888�� Email:�parker@parkerlabs.com
Fax:�973-276-9510�� www.parkerlabs.com

 47  patientSites 
866-565-4746� Email:�info@customerdna.com
� www.patientsites.com

 36  physio123
800-520-4829� Email:�office@physio123.com
� www.physio123.com

 58  physiotec
866-530-8567� Email:�info@physiotec.org
� www.physiotec.ca

  4  practice perfect 
877-510-7473� Email:�info@practiceperfectemr.com
Fax:�416-822-1427� www.practiceperfectemr.com

 34  pt practice pro
877-445-5925� Email:�support@ptbillingsolution.com
Fax:�877-690-2280� www.ptpracticepro.com

 28  reDoc
888-401-4400�x�1404�Email:�sales@rehabdocumentation.com
Fax:�615-259-3602� www.rehabdocumentation.com

 60  rehab Visions
402-334-6023� Email:�dlarmore@rehabVisions.com
Fax:�402-334-6844� www.rehabVisions.com

 19  SNL marketing
855-888-8765� Email:�info@snlmarketingonline.com
Fax:�573-803-1693� www.snlmarketingonline.com

 40  SpectraSoft
800-889-0450�x�200�Email:�info@spectrasoft.com
Fax:�480-831-8880� www.spectrasoft.com/CBor

 37  Systems4pt
814-494-1070� Email:�info@systems4pt.com
Fax:�203-938-8743� www.systems4pt.com

 24  therapySource/Source medical
866-245-8093� Email:�therapy@sourcemed.net
Fax:�205-449-9777� www.sourcemed.net

 C 3  turbo pt ultra
800-628-8980�x�200� Email:�sales@turbopt.com
Fax:�818-316-0710� www.turbopt.com

  6  u.S. physical therapy
800-580-6285� Email:�nburda@usph.com
� www.usph.com

  2  Webpt.com
866-233-1542� Email:�info@webpt.com
Fax:�866-225-0057� www.webpt.com



PQRS Requirements are Here! Are 
you Compliant?
CMS now requires therapists to complete functional limitation 
reporting through the use of new G-codes and corresponding 
severity modifiers for all eligible patients. This effects patients at the 
initial examination and requires a reevaluation every 10th visit, and 
at discharge in order to receive reimbursement. 

Turbo PT handles current G-code specifications and impairment 
modifiers. It also automatically alerts you every 1st and 10th visit for 
Functional Limitation reporting and reevaluations.

The Most 
Comprehensive 
All-In-One EMR, 
Billing & Scheduling 
System for Rehab 
and Therapy 
Professionals

Please call now 800-628-8980 or email sales@TurboPT.com 
and ask about our special offering during September only!

Don’t put your billing at risk.
Get Turbo PT Ultra and make G-Codes easy!
  Visit us at PPS/APTA New Orleans, LA Booth 323

Designed by Therapists 
for Therapists



two procedures, 
one bottle,

zero waste.
Polysonic® Ultrasound Lotion 
Polysonic® Ultrasound Lotion with Aloe Vera
Now you can perform two distinct procedures with one very versatile 
lotion. You’ll save the time associated with clean-up and the expense 
of a second, separate application.

Polysonic is a multi-purpose ultrasound lotion that provides superior 
coupling efficiency in a pleasing cosmetic quality base. It can be used 
for all ultrasound procedures, especially when followed by soft tissue 
mobilization, or any time a lotion is preferred.  

• acoustically correct for a broad range of frequencies 
• comfortable to patients
• rich, moisturizing formula  
• hypoallergenic and bacteriostatic
• won’t damage equipment or stain clothing
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